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FOREWORD 

The fishery sector in Cambodia plays an important role in food security and nutrition, 

people’s livelihood, as well as in economic development. This sector is one of the priorities 

set out in the Rectangular Strategy of the Royal Government of Cambodia. To contribute 

in achieving this, the Fisheries Administration of the Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and 

Fisheries has been devoting its attention to implement its action plan. Recently it has made 

in-depth revision of its Strategic Planning Framework for Fisheries 2015-2024 to include 

four main pillars: 1) Capture fisheries and management, 2) Aquaculture (inland and 

marine), 3) Fisheries value chain, and 4) Regulatory services.  

Development of processing and export of fish and fishery products is considered as an 

important factor for fishery sector development which ultimately contribute to poverty 

alleviation and enhancement of national economic growth. Presently, processing and 

export of fish and fisheries products is remarkably active. To enhance and promote 

competitiveness of Cambodia’s fish and fisheries products, the Fisheries Administration 

has been working to strengthen safe and quality production and to create added value for 

the products. The administration has also been improving efficiency of public services 

delivery in order to facilitate and encourage investment and export of fish and fishery 

products. 

Prepared by Department of Fisheries Post-Harvest Technologies and Quality Control 

(DFPTQ) of Fisheries of Administration in collaboration with the United Nations 

Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO) under Cambodia Export Diversification 

and Expansion Program (CEDEP II) of Ministry of Commerce with financial support from 

Enhanced Integrated Framework, this Export Manual is very useful resource for investors 

as well as exporters for better understanding of export procedures, specifically for fish and 

fishery products. The manual provides clear and detailed explanation on forms, application 
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procedures, requirements, and contact information of relevant institutions as well as 

information on requirements of importing countries.    

On behalf of Fisheries Administration and myself, I would like to express my sincere 

appreciation to the team of DFPTQ and UNIDO for their efforts to successfully prepare 

this publication and CEDEP II for its support l. I strongly hope that this manual will be 

widely circulated among stakeholders, and will act as an important tool in providing the 

essential knowledge and information related to the export of fish and fishery products. I 

also sincerely hope that this manual will be part of exports facilitation and competitiveness 

improvement for Cambodia’s fish and fishery products in the international markets.  

 

Phnom Penh, 01st December 2016 

Delegate of the Royal Government of 

Cambodia in charge of 

Fisheries Administration 
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SUMMARY 

This Export Manual is prepared jointly by Department of Post-Harvest Technology and 

Quality Control in collaboration with United Nations Industrial Development 

Organization under the framework of Cambodian Export Diversification and Expansion 

Program II (CEDEP II) of Ministry of Commerce. This manual is meant to help traders 

and exporters of fish and fishery product better understand export procedures with 

ultimate goal of enhancing their exports. 

The manual essentially articulates the export procedures, export documentation, customs 

declaration, means of exports (at various borders) and requirements of importing 

countries. In addition to several samples and forms of export documentations, it also 

provides key contact information of relevant export institutions and documents public 

service providers 

In general, exporters are required to apply for a number of registrations, permits and 

certificates from government agencies. To start with, the exporter must register the 

company with Ministry of Commerce (MOC) followed by tax registration with General 

Department of Taxes (GDT) of Ministry of Economy and Finance (MEF). Certificates of 

company registration and tax registration serve as the necessary documents for exporter 

to apply for relevant permits and as supporting document during the export process. While 

company registration is done online, tax registration has both options of paper-based and 

online. 

While exporting, exporter should also understand and know how to complete paper 

works. Such paper work includes sale contract which determine responsibility, risk 

associated with the contract, payment settlement, and international commerce terms. 

Exporter also needs to prepare shipping documents such as airway bill, bill of lading, 

commercial invoice, insurance certificates and packing list. Exporters often hire freight 

forwarders who handle export shipping for a fee to assist in handling with shipping 

documents.  Likewise, exporters sometimes contract licensed custom brokers to handle 
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customs declaration. Exporters also need to consider packaging and labelling 

requirements to suit the mode of transports and the conditions of importing countries. 

They also need to pay export tax in accordance with tariff set by the government. 

Exporter of fish and fishery products is required to apply for export permit (license) from 

Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries (MAFF). The export permit is approved 

with export quota during the validity period. For each export shipment, exporter needs to 

apply for transportation permit from Fisheries Administration (FiA). Exporter also applies 

for health certificate from FiA if it is required by importing countries or buyers. 

Exporter will need to apply for certificate of origin (CO) from MOC if it is required by 

importing countries. MOC has gradually rolled out the online CO application to facilitate 

exports. Exporter is also required to apply for customs permit mainly for export quota 

verification and custom valuation verification since export of fish and fishery product is 

subject to export tax. In addition, exporter needs CAMCONTROL’s approval on 

verification of export documents. Exporter is able to concurrently apply these four permits 

and certificates for the interest of time saving. 

Customs declaration is the integral part of export process. GDCE has implemented 

ASYCUDA system in all major branches and offices, which cover 99% of Single 

Administrative Declaration (SAD). Declarant can make customs declaration through 

ASYCUDA system in either their offices or border customs branches and offices. Prior 

to making declaration, declarant also needs to register user ID in ASYCUDA system 

attaching the certificates of company registration and tax registration. 

After completion of various export documentation, exporter can proceed exports of fish 

and fishery products to various border points. The export process varies from one border 

point to another and from one mode of transport to another. 

For export by land, exporters proceed through three key steps. Firstly, exporter proceeds 

with customs declaration in ASYCUDA and attaches supporting documents. Secondly, 

joint inspection is conducted by customs and CAMCONTROL officials, which begin 
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with document check. In case of any irregularity, the officials will proceed to physical 

inspection of exported products. Joint inspection occurs during customs declaration. 

Thirdly, exporter presents completed custom declaration and supporting documents and 

pays relevant tax due and fees to relevant agencies so that the goods can exit the border. 

Export by sea route through Sihanoukville Autonomous Port (SAP) proceeds through 

four key steps. Firstly, exporter proceeds with customs declaration in ASYCUDA 

attaching supporting documents. Secondly, joint inspection is conducted by customs and 

CAMCONTROL officials, which is the documentation examination, and then physical if 

there is any irregularity. Joint inspection occurs during customs declaration. Thirdly, 

exporter arranges with SAP for unloading and loading cargos at the port, by submitting 

customs declaration or joint inspection report. Lastly, exporter pays relevant fees and the 

good is moved to container yard waiting for loading into ship. 

Similarly export by river through Phnom Penh Autonomous Port (PPAP) proceeds 

through four key steps. Firstly, exporter needs approval from PPAP to enter the port by 

providing delivery order, paying relevant fee and then arranging to unload cargo in the 

port. Secondly, exporter proceeds with customs declaration in ASYCUDA and attaching 

supporting documents. Thirdly, joint inspection is conducted by customs and 

CAMCONTROL officials, which is the documentation examination, and then physical if 

there is any irregularity. Joint inspection occurs during customs declaration. Lastly, after 

completion of custom declaration and paying relevant fee, cargo can be loaded into the 

ship for export.        

Export by air such as Phnom Penh International Airport (PPIA) proceeds through four 

key steps. Firstly, exporter needs permission from Cambodia Airport Management 

Service (CAMS) and exporter needs to provide a copy of airway bill, and then complete 

shipper declaration checklist and counting report. Secondly, exporter proceeds with 

customs declaration in ASYCUDA and attaching supporting documents. Thirdly, joint 

inspection is conducted by customs and CAMCONTROL officials, which is the 

documentation examination, and then physical if there is any irregularity. Joint inspection 
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occurs during customs declaration. Lastly, after completion of custom declaration, 

exporter completes cargo acceptance form and then cargo can be moved to export storage 

and prepared for flights. During the export process at PPIA, exporter needs to pay relevant 

tax due and fees to relevant agencies.       

In addition to required documentation and procedures above, exporter of fish and fishery 

products need to meet the specific requirements of each importing countries. The 

requirement of importing countries vary from one country to another country. The manual 

provides the information on how and where such requirements can be found.  
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1. Introduction 

The fishery sector of Cambodia plays an important role in food and nutrition security, job 

creation for the livelihood of millions of Cambodian, as well as in economic development. 

To further enhance this role, it is needed to augment the trade through increase in 

productivity, improved resources management, upgrade infrastructure and strengthen 

institutional capacities.  

Royal Government of Cambodia has recognized the need for improving the trade sector 

competitiveness which is critical to growth, and, in turn, to the creation of new and better 

jobs and income generation, in its Cambodia Trade Integration Strategy and Trade SWAp 

Roadmap 2014-2018. 

Cambodia’s access of fishery products to international markets will continue to depend 

on the country’s capacity to meet the regulatory requirements of importing countries. At 

the moment, except for a few large processors that have access to investment, production, 

SPS know-how, and market access information, the sector is mostly dominated by small 

and medium processors with far more limited resources and know-how. 

This Export Manual is developed to facilitate fish and fishery product export providing 

practical information on export procedures, institutional support and importing 

requirements of the potential international markets.  

This chapter explains the objectives that export manual serves and its scope. It also 

describes the manual structure and provide a summary of export process. 

1.1. Objective 

The objectives of the Export Manual are as follows:  

1. To provide practical guidance on export procedures and documentations for 

exports of fish and fishery products 
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2. To provide information on importing requirements of key international markets 

for fish and fishery products 

3. To promote export diversification through increased exports of fish and fishery 

products of Cambodia 

1.2. Scope and Limitation 

While this manual attempts to serve as a guide for exporter to understand export 

documentation and procedures, and requirements of key importing counties, the manual 

has its limitations. 

The information such fee requirements and export procedures are based on current laws, 

regulations and practices, which generally evolve overtime. The manual also relies on the 

requirements of importing countries which are made publicly available. Thus, exporter 

may expect some changes in the export documentation and procedures, and requirements 

of importing countries from time to time. 

The scope of the manual focuses on export documentation and procedures and importing 

requirements of key international markets specifically for fish and fishery products. Transit 

requirements and non-fish and fishery products are not covered in the scope of this manual. 

1.3. Structure of the Manual 

The export manual is structured into three chapters and appendixes. Chapter I introduces 

the objectives of the manual, its scope and limitation, and its structure, and provides a 

summary of export process. 

Chapter II provides key considerations for exporter at the preparation stage. It then 

documents the export documentations which are required by Cambodian authorities or are 

required by importing countries, to be issued from Cambodian authorities. Chapter II also 

describes the customs clearance procedures in ASYCUDA system, and finally documents 

for the export process at the borders. 
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Chapter III essentially provides information links on the importing requirements of key 

international markets. 

Appendices provide information on: 

 Trade Related Institutions 

 Customs Declaration Procedures in ASYCUDA 

 Detailed Requirement of Importing Countries 

 Provisions of Public Services of Relevant Institutions 

 Samples and Forms of Export Documentations  

1.4. Summary of Export Process 

The export process of fish and fishery products is summarized in the information graph 

below.  

Figure 1: Summary of Export Process  

At the preparation stage, exporter should have pre-export considerations related to 

general international trade practices and for fish and fishery products in particular. 

Exporter of fish and fishery products is required to obtain mandatory certificates, permits 

and approvals from various government institutions. Among them, health certificate and 

certificate of origin is optional and obtained only if it is required by importing countries or 
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overseas buyers. In figure 1, export documents are numbered 1 to 6 to show when exporter 

should acquire what document.  

Finally, exporter follows the procedures at border prior to moving goods out of Cambodia, 

essentially customs declaration, joint inspection and requirements of port authorities.  
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2. Pre-Export Considerations 

At preparation stages, exporters of fish and fishery products should always give 

consideration to the documents required and matters related to: 

 Sales Contract 

 Methods of Payment in Export Trade 

 Using International Commerce Term 

 Preparing Shipping Documentation 

 Freight Forwarders and Customs Brokers 

 Packaging and Labeling 

 Export Taxes 

2.1. The Sales Contract 

When negotiating an international sales contract, the terms of sales is as important as the 

sales price. Exporter should consider contract issues such as follows: 

 When does the transfer of ownership take place? 

 What am I liable for? 

 Who pays for charges or taxes that arise during transit? 

 What if the shipment is lost or damaged? 

Thus, sales contracts need to be as clear, precise and comprehensive as reasonably possible. 

The terms and conditions of sales contract should specify: 

• Who is involved 

(The parties to the contract) 

• License and permit requirements 

(Who is responsible for obtaining import or 
export licenses and permits) 

• What is being exported 

(Details of the goods being 
provided) 

• Payment instructions and terms 

(Purchase price of the goods and terms of 
payment) 

• Ownership/Responsibility • Warranty and guarantees 
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(Where does the transfer of title to 
the goods takes place) 

(Warranty and/or maintenance terms and 
conditions) 

• Contract details 

(The contract’s validity 
conditions) 

• Insurance and taxes 

(Who is responsible for paying insurance 
and taxes) 

• Cancellation terms 

(What to do when the buyer 
defaults or cancels) 

• Timing 

(The contract completion date) 

Source: IFC, Handbook on Export Procedures, Practical Guides for Small and Medium Enterprises in 

Cambodia, 2008. 

The model contracts for small firms developed by ITC is available at: 

http://www.intracen.org/model-contracts-for-small-firms/. 

2.2. Method of Payments in Export Trade 

The payment method is a crucial aspect when dealing with exports. There are five primary methods 

of payment for international transactions. During or before contract negotiations, exporter should 

consider which method in the figure is mutually desirable for him and his client.  

Export Payment methods Risk Level 

Cash in advance Most secure 

Letters of credit Secure 

Documentary collection - 

Open Account Less secure 

Consignment  Least secure 

Source:  https://www.export.gov/article?id=Trade-Finance-Guide-Methods-of-Payment 

 Cash in advance: With cash-in-advance payment terms, an exporter can avoid credit risk 

because payment is received before the ownership of the goods is transferred. For 

http://www.intracen.org/model-contracts-for-small-firms/
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international sales, wire transfers and credit cards are the most commonly used cash-in-

advance options available to exporters 

 Letters of Credit: Letters of credit (LCs) are one of the most secure instruments available to 

international traders. An LC is a commitment by a bank on behalf of the buyer that payment 

will be made to the exporter, provided that the terms and conditions stated in the LC have 

been met, as verified through the presentation of all required documents. The buyer 

establishes credit and pays his or her bank to render this service.  

 Documentary collection (D/C): D/C is a transaction whereby the exporter entrusts the 

collection of the payment for a sale to its bank (remitting bank), which sends the documents 

that its buyer needs to the importer’s bank (collecting bank), with instructions to release the 

documents to the buyer for payment. Funds are received from the importer and remitted to 

the exporter through the banks involved in the collection in exchange for those documents. 

D/Cs are generally less expensive than LCs. 

 Open Account: An open account transaction is a sale where the goods are shipped and 

delivered before payment is due, which in international sales is typically in 30, 60 or 90 

days. Obviously, this is one of the most advantageous options to the importer in terms of 

cash flow and cost, but it is consequently one of the highest risk options for an exporter. 

 Consignment: it is a variation of open account in which payment is sent to the exporter only 

after the goods have been sold by the foreign distributor to the end customer. An 

international consignment transaction is based on a contractual arrangement in which the 

foreign distributor receives, manages, and sells the goods for the exporter who retains title to 

the goods until they are sold. Clearly, exporting on consignment is very risky as the exporter 

is not guaranteed any payment and its goods are in a foreign country in the hands of an 

independent distributor or agent. 

Exporter would need to discuss with commercial banks for various payment options. 

2.3. Using International Commerce Term 

Incoterms are standard definitions of terms used in international commerce, developed by 

the International Chamber of Commerce (ICC). They make international trade easier, 
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ensure that sellers and buyers in different countries understand one another and can minimize 

potential misunderstandings. Incoterms also clearly define when responsibility and risk 

transfer from the seller to the buyer and who pays charges and when. 

 

Source: New Zealand Trade & Enterprise, https://www.nzte.govt.nz/en/. 

 CFR 

Cost and Freight 

Free on B 

International carriage is paid by the seller. The exporter pays the 
costs of the freight and transportation to get the goods to the named 
port of destination. The risk of loss or damage is assumed by the 
buyer once the goods are loaded at the port of departure. 

CIF 

Cost, Insurance and 
Freight 

International carriage is paid by the seller. The exporter pays for the 
costs of the freight, insurance and miscellaneous charges from the 
port of origin to port of destination. 

https://www.nzte.govt.nz/en/
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CIP 

Carriage and 
Insurance Paid 

 

International carriage is paid by the seller. The exporter pays for the 
transportation costs and insurance to the named place of 
destination. The term is used for air or ocean containerized 
shipments 

CPT 

Carriage Paid To 

 

International carriage is paid by the seller. The exporter pays for the 
transportation costs to the named place of destination. The term is 
used for air or ocean containerized shipments. 

DAF 

Delivered at Frontier 

 

The exporter assumes responsibility for delivering the goods to the 
named place of destination by land. The buyer is responsible for 
unloading. 

DDP 

Delivered Duty Paid 

 

The exporter assumes responsibility for delivering the goods, 
paying duty and risk of damage or loss to the named place of 
destination. The buyer pays for unloading. 

DDU 

Delivered Duty 
Unpaid 

 

The exporter assumes responsibility for delivering the goods and 
risk of damage or loss to the named place of destination. The buyer 
is responsible for paying duty, unloading and clearing import. 

DEQ 

Delivered Ex-Quay 

 

The exporter assumes responsibility for delivering the goods to the 
buyer at the named port of destination. The buyer is responsible for 
unloading and clearing import. This term is used for ocean shipments 
only. 

DES 

Delivered Ex-Ship 

 

The exporter makes the goods available to the buyer at the named 
port of destination. The buyer is responsible for unloading. This 
term is used for ocean shipment only. 
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EXW 

Ex-Works 

 

States the place where the shipment is available to the buyer. The 
seller is not responsible for loading the goods. The buyer assumes 
all responsibility for transportation. 

FAS 

Free Alongside Ship 

 

International carriage is NOT paid by the seller. The exporter 
delivers the goods to named ocean port of shipment and is 
responsible for the unloading and wharf fees. The buyer is 
responsible for loading aboard the vessel, ocean transportation, and 
the ocean cargo insurance. 

FCA 

Free Carrier 

 

International carriage is NOT paid by the seller. The exporter is 
responsible for delivering goods into the custody of the 
international carrier or agent, not loaded. The risk of loss/ damage 
is transferred to the buyer at this time. 

FOB 

Free on Board 

 

International carriage is NOT paid by the seller. The exporter is 
responsible for placing the goods on board the vessel at the port of 
shipment. The buyer assumes responsibility for ocean 
transportation and insurance. 

Source: IFC, Handbook on Export Procedures, Practical Guides for Small and Medium Enterprises in 

Cambodia, 2008. 

2.4. Preparing Shipping Documentations 

Fish exporters should become familiar with the shipping documents required for an export 

sales transaction. These documents are essential for moving goods through the channels 

of distribution, transferring possession and responsibility, clearing product through customs 

and facilitating payment. Incomplete, missing or incorrectly filled out paperwork delays 

the export process and adds costs to the exporter. 

The following is an overview and description of shipping documents typically used in 

the export process. 

Shipping documents prepared by exporter or freight forwarder: 
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Airway Bill An Air Waybill is issued by an airline when goods are received for 
transport. The waybill travels with the cargo. 

Authorization 
Letter 

An Authorization Letter allows a freight forwarder or authorized agent 
to export goods on the seller’s behalf. 

Bill of Lading  A Bill of Lading is a contract between the seller and the carrier, 
typically prepared by the carrier or forwarder. The buyer usually needs 
an original copy as proof of ownership to take possession of the goods. 

Commercial 
Invoice 

A Commercial Invoice is essentially a bill for goods from the seller to 
the buyer. The document is prepared by the exporter or freight 
forwarder and provides information about the transaction including 
description of goods, address of shipper and seller and delivery and 
payment terms. It is also used as a basic document in determining the 
customs duty. 

Insurance 
Certificate 

An Insurance Certificate is a document prepared by the exporter or 
freight forwarder that provides evidence that insurance will cover the 
loss of or damage to the goods during transit. 

Packing List A Packing List is an itemized list describing the quantity and type of 
merchandise in a shipment. It includes the type of package, such as a 
box, crate, pallet, drum, carton or container and the dimensions and 
weight. Customs officials will use this list to check the cargo and 
buyers will use it to inventory merchandise received. 

Source: IFC, Handbook on Export Procedures, Practical Guides for Small and Medium Enterprises in 

Cambodia, 2008. 

2.5. Freight Forwarders and Customs Brokers 

Freight Forwarders are service companies that handle all aspects of export shipping for a 

fee. They act as the exporter’s agent and can improve delivery time and customer service. 

Additional advantages of using a freight forwarder include: 

 Providing customized services for physical transportation of goods 

 Advising on rates and routing 

 Offering assistance with packing and documentation 

 Arranging consolidations or full container movements 
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 Offering Customs clearance services 

 Providing quotes on insurance and freight 

Freight forwarders often do not own their own trucks but hire transport and contract with 

local brokers as needed. In general, these companies provide quality services at 

competitive prices. 

Customs Brokers prepare customs documentation and clear goods through customs. 

Customs brokers in Cambodia need to be authorized by MEF in order to perform customs 

brokerage tasks. 

2.6. Packaging and Labeling 

Exporters of fish and fishery products must comply with country-specific packaging and 

labelling regulations, and packaging and labelling requirements for transporting of 

products.  

The requirements can vary from country to county. In addition, exported goods may be 

transported using several modes of transport before reaching final destinations. Packaging 

needs to be suitable for each mode of transport and withstand repeated loading and 

unloading. Clear labelling helps to prevent goods getting lost in transit or delayed at 

customs clearance. 

Exporter would consider following points regarding packaging and labelling requirements: 

 Product name and form (smoke or frozen fish) 

 Name and address of importer and manufacturer, and country of origin 

 Date of manufacture and date of expiry 

 Storage requirements 

 Translation of information into local languages of importing countries 

 Compositions and use of different packaging materials 

 Use of reusable or disposable packaging  

 Packaging requirements to suit various modes of transports 
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 Various verification certificates for packaging and labelling 

Freight forwarding company may offer packaging service and be able to advice on suitable 

packaging. 

2.7. Importing countries requirements 

Before exporting fish and fishery product as well as other food products, export need to 

understand regulations and requirement of importing countries, which generally varies 

from one country to another. Requirement of selected countries (i.e. Vietnam, China, Hong 

Kong, South Korea, Japan, Canada, and European Union) are published in a separate 

publication by Marine Fishery Component of Cambodia Export Diversification and 

Expansion Program II implemented by the United Nations Industrial Development 

Organization. 

In the nutshell, the publication highlights competent authorities of respective importing 

countries which serve as contact point for both exporters and government of exporting 

country which is Cambodia in this case. Where applicable, it also lays down procedures to 

be followed by exporters to be listed in list of approved Food Business Operator. Tolerance 

level for both microbiological and chemical parameters are given. 

2.8. Export Taxes 

There are a number of products whose exports are subject to export taxes, including fish 

and fishery products. Most of fish and fishery products are subject to 10% export tax. It is 

advised that exporters of fish and fishery products consult with GDCE prior to exports. 

Exporters can also check the tariff at: http://www.customs.gov.kh/publication-and-

resources/commodity-code-en/

http://www.customs.gov.kh/publication-and-resources/commodity-code-en/
http://www.customs.gov.kh/publication-and-resources/commodity-code-en/
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3. Export Document Acquisition 

The key documents for export of fish and fishery products are as follows: 

  Company Registration Certificate 

  Tax Registration Certificate 

  Export Permit 

  Transportation Permit 

  Health Certificate 

  Certificate of Origin 

  Custom Permit 

  Customs Valuation 

  CAMCONTROL’s Verification on Export Documents 

The sequences of documentation refer to Chapter 1 in the section 4. 

3.1. Company Registration Certificate 

Exporter is required to register the company with Ministry of Commerce. Exporter needs 

to register online Business Registration. However, Business Registration Department 

located at the Ministry of Commerce still accepts the paper application form and provide 

a service to register business Online on behalf of company. The information about 

company registration is available at: http://www.businessregistration.moc.gov.kh/ 

Exporter would need to choose the following forms of business: 

 Sole proprietorship  

 Partnership 

 Company or 

 Foreign company  

After company registration is approved by MOC, exporter obtains the company 

registration certificate. Company is also required to file the annual declaration of company 

http://www.businessregistration.moc.gov.kh/
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by providing updates of business operation. More information about annual declaration is 

available at: http://www.businessregistration.moc.gov.kh/file-annual-declaration/ 

The registration forms of each business, applicable fees, and information and documents 

required for business registration are available at as: 

http://www.businessregistration.moc.gov.kh/application-for-registration/.  

It takes two working days for the application to be reviewed and approved if the application 

is successfully completed. More information about process of application review is 

available at: http://www.businessregistration.moc.gov.kh/starting-a-business-2/what-

happens-next/. 

3.2. Tax Registration Certificate 

Export Company must register for tax certificate at Administration of Taxation within 15 

working days after having registered the company with Ministry of Commerce. The tax 

application can be submitted either at Administration of Taxation or via E-registration in 

the website of Administration of Taxation at: www.tax.gov.kh. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.businessregistration.moc.gov.kh/file-annual-declaration/
http://www.businessregistration.moc.gov.kh/application-for-registration/
http://www.businessregistration.moc.gov.kh/starting-a-business-2/what-happens-next/
http://www.businessregistration.moc.gov.kh/starting-a-business-2/what-happens-next/
http://www.tax.gov.kh/
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Source: MEF (2014). Prakas No.1139 on Tax Registration. October 2014. 

Company is required to complete the following registration forms: 

 Application Form For Tax Registration1 (see annex III)  

                                                 
1 Download link: https://cambodia.tax.gov.kh/reg/includes/pdfforms/Regform_101_W_V1_0.pdf 

Conditions of Tax Registration 
 
The chair of governing board or enterprise owner or organization director must come 
to be photographed and have their fingerprint scanned and fill out the application form 
as required by the Administration of Taxation and be accompanied by original 
documents so that the tax officers in charge certify it as copied from the original one 
or copied documents certified by the concerned ministry/institution as follows: 
 
1. Registration documents issued by the Ministry of Commerce  
- Letter certifying the registration of the Ministry of Commerce   
- Company’s statute for legal entity   
- Letter certifying the deposit of capital registered at the bank 
 
2- Documents identifying the chair of governing board, governor and owner or 
shareholder and manager    
- Cambodian Identity Card or Passport   
- Family book or family record book or letter certifying residing place issued by 
competent authority   
- Current photo, not over the past three months with its size: 35 x 45 millimeters (one 
photo) of the chair of governing board, governor and owner or shareholder and 
manager and specify the name of the owner of the photo, with signature to be 
responsible for by the chair of governing board.   
 
3- Documents certifying the office of the enterprise, business, enterprise branch and 
warehouse   
- Location ownership certificate or contract of leasing the business location   
- Letter certifying the payment of immovable property tax or immovable property 
information 
 
4- Other documents   
- Registration certificate of the Cambodian Investment Board or Special Economic 
Zone Committee of the Council for the Development of Cambodia or 
Municipal/Provincial Investment Sub-committee (for Qualified Investment Project)   

https://cambodia.tax.gov.kh/reg/includes/pdfforms/Regform_101_W_V1_0.pdf
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 Additional Bank Account Information2 (see annex III) 

 Additional Information For Shareholders3 (see annex III) 

 Application Form For Tax Registration For Company Branch Or Warehouse (if 

any)4 (see annex III) 

 Additional Information For Company Branch Or Warehouse (if any)5 (see annex 

III) 

E-registration would take from 1 to 7 working days for Administration of Taxation to issue 

tax certificate and tax registration ID, while paper registration at Administration of 

Taxation would take from 7 to 10 working days. Currently, E-registration allows company 

to fill in the forms, then scan and send them to GDT. However, company will need to bring 

original or certified copies of required documents as specified in registration forms (in 

appendixes IV) to GDT. 

Importantly, company will need to provide precise office address, email and telephone 

numbers. GDT has notification system in place, which sends email and SMS on tax 

calendar or due dates to registered companies. 

Company must pay 400,000 Riel (four hundred thousand Riel)i for issuance of tax 

certificate and tax registration ID. 

After successful tax registration, company must fulfill tax obligations such as monthly 

and annual tax declaration. For more information, company visits: www.tax.gov.kh. 

3.3. Export Permit  

After obtaining company and tax registration, exporter requests export permit (license) 

from Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries (MAFF). 

Steps to obtain export permit for export of fish and fish products are: 

                                                 
2 Download link: https://cambodia.tax.gov.kh/reg/includes/pdfforms/Regform_101_A_W_V1_0.pdf 
3 Download link: https://cambodia.tax.gov.kh/reg/includes/pdfforms/Regform_101_B_W_V1_0.pdf 
4 Download link: https://cambodia.tax.gov.kh/reg/includes/pdfforms/Regform_101_CB_W_V1_0.pdf 
5 Download link: https://cambodia.tax.gov.kh/reg/includes/pdfforms/Regform_101_C_W_V1_0.pdf 

https://cambodia.tax.gov.kh/reg/includes/pdfforms/Regform_101_A_W_V1_0.pdf
https://cambodia.tax.gov.kh/reg/includes/pdfforms/Regform_101_B_W_V1_0.pdf
https://cambodia.tax.gov.kh/reg/includes/pdfforms/Regform_101_CB_W_V1_0.pdf
https://cambodia.tax.gov.kh/reg/includes/pdfforms/Regform_101_C_W_V1_0.pdf
http://www.tax.gov.kh/
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Step 1 Fill in Request Letter for Export Permit 

Applicant prepares the request letter to export in its own format or can 
request example of request letter from Department of Planning, 
Finance and International Cooperation. (See Appendix IV) 

Step 2 Submit Request Letter for Export Permit 

- Applicant or assigned representative submits a Request Letter to 
export and attach supporting documents to the Department of Planning, 
Finance and International Cooperation of the Fisheries Administration 
(FiA). If applicant assigns representative, power of attorney or 
authorization letter is required to include in the application. 

- The supporting documents include: business registration certificates 
and tax registration certificate. The copies of business registration and 
tax registration certificates are required to certify from competent 
authorities. 

- After receiving approval from technical officers in Fisheries 
Administration, the Department of Planning, Finance and International 
Cooperation will prepare the request for export permit to obtain the 
approval from the MAFF. 

- During the approval process, the applicant may be asked to provide 
further information and documents for the completeness of the 
application. 

Step 3 Obtain export permit 

- After receiving the letter of approval from MAFF, FiA advises the 
applicant to collect a copy of the letter of approval which will  serves 
as export permit.  

- The validity of export permit depends on the request from applicant, 
but the maximum validity is two years. 

- No fee is presently charged for issuance of export permit. 
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3.4. Transportation Permit 

After receiving the export permit from the MAFF, applicant must request for 

transportation permit for each shipment. Fee and duration are set by joint Prakas between 

MEF and MAFF6. 

Steps to obtain transportation permit for export of fish and fish products 

 

Step 1 

Fill in Request Letter for Transportation Permit 

Applicant can obtain the sample of Request Letter from Department 
of Planning, Finance and International Cooperation. (See Appendix 
IV) 

Step 2 Submit Request Letter for Transportation Permit 

- Applicant or assigned representative submits a Request Letter for 
Transportation Permit and attaches supporting documents to the 
Department of Planning, Finance and International Cooperation of the 
FiA. If applicant assigns representative, power of attorney or 
authorization letter is required to include in the application. 

- The supporting documents include: business registration certificates, 
tax registration certificate, and export permit. The copies of business 
registration and tax registration certificates are required to be certified 
by competent authorities. 

- During the approval process, the applicant may be asked to provide 
further information and documents for the completeness of the 
application. 

- The Transportation permit is issued by FiA 

Step 3 Collect Transportation Permit 

- After approval, the applicant is advised to pay service fee and to 
collect the transportation permit from Department of Planning, 
Finance and International Cooperation. 

- The service fee of issuance Transportation Permit is 40,000 KHR 

- The process of issuance Transportation Permit takes 03 working 
days.  

                                                 
6 MEF and MAFF (2012). Joint Prakas No. 1013 on the Provisions of Public Services of MAFF. December 2012. 
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- The export transportation permit is valid for seven (07) days and 
contains the details of product specification and quantity. 

 

3.5. Health Certificate 

Exporter requests health certificate from Department of Fisheries Post-Harvest 

Technologies and Quality Control (DFPTQ), if it is required by importing country or 

buyer. 

Steps to obtain health certificate for export of fish and fish products 

Step 1 Fill in Application of Health Certificate 

Applicant can obtain the sample of application of health certificate 
from DFPTQ. (See Appendix IV) 

Step 2 Submit Application of Health Certificate 

- Applicant or assigned representative submits an Application of 
Health Certificate and attach supporting documents to DFPTQ. If 
applicant assigns representative, power of attorney or authorization 
letter is required to include in the application. 

- The supporting documents include:  

a. Short curriculum of applicant with photos (2 copies) 
b. Copies of Cambodian national ID (2 copies) 
c. Export permit from FiA (2 copies) 
d. Company registration (2 copies) 
e. Packing Lists (2 copies) 
f. Commercial Invoices (2 copies) 
g. Other relevant documents if required. 

- During the process, the applicant may be asked to provide further 
information and documents for the completeness of the application. 

- After examination of the application, DFPTQ will proceed to the 
next step or reject the application. 

Step 3 Inspection and Sample Analysis 

- After the application is submitted, officials of DFPTQ will conduct 
inspection and take sample for laboratory testing. 
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- The choice of laboratory depends on the requirements of importing 
countries or buyers. If it is not indicated by importing countries or 
buyers, DFPTQ generally uses Pasteur laboratory for testing. The 
exporter bears fee of laboratory testing. 

- Officials of DFPTQ examine the results of laboratory sample testing 
and inspection.  

- If the results are satisfactory, DFPTQ issues the certificate, otherwise 
DFPTQ will inform its rejection to applicant. 

Step 4 Collect Certificate of Health 

After certificate of health is approved, DFPTQ informs applicant to 
pay service fee and collect the certificate. 

- The service fee for health certificate is KHR 400,0007  

- It is currently advised that applicant submits the application for 
health certificate at least 10 days prior to exports. 

3.6. Certificate of Origin  

Certificate of Origin (CO) is an official document used to certify the product originated, 

wholly obtained, produced or manufactured in Cambodia. Fish exporter only asks for CO 

from MOC if it is required by importing countries or international buyers. 

MOC issues two types of CO: Preferential and Non-preferential. Preferential type is further 

divided by country or region as presented in table below. CO can be applied either online 

or manual. 

Table 1: Different CO Forms 

Non-Preferential Tariff CO Form N 

Preferential Tariff CO 

ASEAN Form D 

ASEAN-Australia-New Zealand Form AANZ 

China Form E 

India Form AI 

                                                 
7 MEF and MAFF (2012). Joint Prakas No. 1013 on the Provisions of Public Services of MAFF. December 2012. 
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Korea Form AK 

Japan Form AJ 

General System of Preferences (LDC and LLDC) Form A 

How to apply for CO manually  

Exporters of fish and fishery products can lodge application at the Export-Import 

Department of MOC or at designated office in SEZ premise if exporter operates in the 

zone. Manual application procedure is summarized in table below.  

Table 2: CO Application Procedure  

Export Means Required Documents and Procedures 

Export by sea 
 

 Application form for CO submitted by the company 
 A copy of cheque proving the payment of administrative fee and Export 

Management Fee (EMF), if it is required by any regulation 
 Invoice 
 Packing list 
 Bill of lading 
 Cambodia outward declaration 
 Certificate of quantities of exported fish and fishery products issued by 

CAMCONTROL 
 Custom declaration by GDCE 
 Company’s relevant documents that can prove the origin of products 
 Company’s letter of authorization of its representative 

Export by air  Application form for CO submitted by the company 
 A copy of cheque proving the payment of administrative fee and EMF, 

if it is required by any regulation 
 Invoice 
 Packing list 
 Company’s letter of authorization of its representative 

After having exported the goods, the following documents must be 
submitted further: 

 Airway Bill 
 Joint Inspection Report of the exported goods by GDCE and 

CAMCONTROL 
 Cambodia outward declaration 
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Export by truck 
(land) 

 Application form for CO submitted by the company 
 Invoice 
 Packing list 
 Bill of lading 
 Cambodia outward declaration 
 Company’s letter of authorization of its representative 

After having exported the goods, the following documents must be 
submitted further: 

Certificate of quantities of exported fish and fishery products issued by 
CAMCONTROL 

 Custom declaration by GDCE 
 A copy of cheque proving the payment of administrative fee and EMF, 

if it is required by any regulation 
 Company’s relevant documents that can prove the origin of products 

Source: Prakas No. 112MOC/SM2013 on Revision of Certificate of Origin Procedures, 2013. 

How to apply CO online 

Currently, exporters can only apply for CO Form A. Other types of form will go online 

gradually. Procedure for issuance of online CO is determined in Prakas No. 2988. To apply 

online, exporter of fish and fishery product need to log into http://www.co.moc.gov.kh/.  

A comprehensive guide for CO application can be found in Exporters’ Operations Guide9 

published by MOC. At the outset, online application process is summarized in figure 

below. 

Figure 2: Online CO Application Process 

 

                                                 
8 Prakas No. 298 on Procedures of Issuance of Certificate of Origin Form A through Automation System, 
MOC, December 2015. 
9 http://co.moc.gov.kh/Content/resources/CO_Automation_Exporter_Operations_Guide_v16.03.06.pdf 

http://www.co.moc.gov.kh/
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The process starts with registering for an account for which following documents are 

needed:  

1. Company name and address 

2. Business registration certificate 

3. GSP registration certificate 

4. List of exported goods 

5. List of costs breakdown or reference documents to determine the origin of goods 

6. Power of attorney or authorization letter to representative of company to sign on 

CO forms 

7. IDs or passports of authorized representative and owner of company, and one 

photo (4x6) of each of them 

8. Other supporting documents if required.  

Once an account has been created and activated, exporter can log into the system to apply 

for CO. Online application workflow is depicted in figure below.  

Figure 3: Online CO Application Workflow 
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For applying CO online, exporters of fish and fishery products are required to provide and 

submit the following documents prior to export and post-export: 

Table 3: Necessary Documents for Online CO Application 

Required documents for applying online 
CO (before exports of goods) 

Submission of original documents (within 
30 days after CO is issued 

1. Invoice 
2. Packing List 
3. Officials’ report on production chain 
and goods to be transported crossing land 
borders to export by air in neighboring 
counties. 

1. Copy of CO form A 
2. Invoices 
3. Packing List 
4. Transportation Permit 
5. Certificate of Quantity issued by 
CAMCONTROL 
6. Customs declaration 
7. Supporting document to determine the 
origin of goods 
8. Copy of export permit 

Fees for issuance of CO 

Fish exporters need to pay for Export Management Fee (EMF), service fee and 

administration fee. 

Table 4: CO Application Related Fee  

CO Form Admin Fee Service Fee EMF Fee 

Form N USD 30 USD 8 EMF 

Form A USD 50 USD 8 EMF 

Other Forms USD 50 USD 8 EMF 

EMF is varied according to the products and exception for exports of products that have 

value under 6,000 Euro for European countries and under 800 USD for other countries.  

Exporter can find EMFs of other types of fish and fishery products in Appendix IV- Annex 

2 of Prakas 164310. 

                                                 
10 MEF and MOC (2014). Joint Prakas No. 1643 on Modification of the Annexes of Joint Prakas 985 on Provisions of 

Public Services of MOC (2012). December 2014. 
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Timeframe of issuance of CO 

CO is issued within 11 hours and 55 minutes (on working days) from the time that complete 

CO application is submitted to the department of export-import at MOC10. 

 

Self-Certification System 

Since end of 2015, Cambodia joined other ASEAN countries to implement self-

certification system which enables certified exporters to make out an invoice declaration 

for exports of goods without having to request for CO from MOC. 

In Cambodia, certification is approved by a committee and exporter can apply certification 

at the committee secretariat at Export-Import department of MOC. The criteria for certified 

exporters include: manufacturers who are also exporters, good past track records, not 

blacklisted by any agency, and be able to comply with rule of origin. 

Certified exporter obtains a code which exporter can use with invoice for self-declaration, 

and is not required to obtain CO from MOC. However, certified exporter needs to report 

regularly to MOC. 
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3.7. Customs Permit 

Exporter of fish and fishery products needs to request custom permit from GDCE for each 

shipment. All exports of goods including fish and fishery products which are in the list of 

prohibited and restricted goods in sub-decree 209 ANK.BK dated 31 December 2007 

require custom permit prior to export.   

Exporter of fish and fishery products applies for custom permit at Department of Custom 

Procedure at GDCE by submitting: 

1. Export permit and transportation permit from MAFF 

2. Request letter attaching with the invoice, packing list, transportation documents, 

authorization letters for representatives, and other documents as necessary.  

There is no fee presently charged for the request of custom permit. It takes 1-2 working 

days to process and to issue the custom permit after the completed and correct documents 

are submitted. 

3.8. Customs Valuation 

The fish and fishery products are subject to export tax. The export tax is generally 10%, 

but exporter is advised to verify the export tax rate for the particular fish and fishery 

product to be exported.  

For time saving, exporter can start to apply for custom valuation in parallel when exporter 

applies for custom permit. Exporter can apply for custom valuation at one of the following 

places: 

1. Department of Planning, Technique and International Affair (customs technique 

office) at GDCE 

2. Customs Valuation Units at branches and local customs and excise offices within 

decentralized framework. Currently, the customs valuation is decentralized at the 

borders of Cambodia except Sihanoukville Autonomous Port customs and excise 

branch. 
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The required documents to request for customs valuation are as follows: 

1. Three copies of commercial invoices, packing lists and bill of lading 

2. VAT certificate, patent, authorized letter, national ID or passport of the owner or 

representatives. 

3. Export permit and transportation permit from MAFF and FiA, respectively 

In some cases, competent custom officers may require additional supporting documents 

such as: 

1. Sales contract, purchase order, telegraph transfer (TT), public price chart and other 

documents related to transaction or payment 

2. Documents which specify the identity or details of specification of products. 

If all required documents are completed and correct, the decision and verification on 

customs valuation is made within 1 to 2 working days. Presently, there is no fee for customs 

valuation. 

3.9. CAMCONTROL’s Approval on Verification on Export Documents 

Exporter of fish and fishery products also needs an approval on verification of export 

document from general department of CAMCONTROL in Phnom Penh. Exporter can draft 

letter of approval request by itself or obtain the letter sample from CAMCONTROL. 

Exporter needs to provide the following documents: 

1. Company registration certificate 

2. Tax registration certificate 

3. Export permit 

4. Transportation permit 

5. Health certificate (if it is required by importing countries or buyers) 

The approval process would take one day. Exporter pays US$15 as fee for verification on 

export documents. 
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4. Export Process 

4.1. Customs Declaration 

Customs Declaration (Single Administration Document-SAD) can be lodged 

electronically through new automated customs processing system called Automated 

System on Customs Data (ASYCUDA). The declaration in ASYCUDAY is the web 

system and can be performed either in the declarant’s office, custom branches at borders 

or anywhere which can connect to web system.  

Comprehensive guide for the declaration process can be found in Handbook on Custom 

Declaration published by General Department of Customs and Excise of Cambodia 

(2015)11. In broad term, the whole process is divided into 3 main steps summarized in table 

below. 

Table 5: Steps for Customs Declaration in ASYCUDA System 

 

Step 1 

ASYCUDA User Registration 

Exporter is required to register the company in ASYCUDA system at 
GDCE and to create user ID. Exporters need to provide company 
documents for user registration: 

 Business License from Ministry of Commerce 
 VAT certificate 

People or entity eligible to SAD process include: 

 Legal person or company with Value Added Tax certificate 

 Owner of the goods or representatives 

 Customs broker recognized by Customs 

 Legally authorized Employee of the company 

Step 2 Document preparation/requirement 

The documents to be attached with SAD are as follows: 

 Invoice and Packing list 

                                                 
11 http://www.customs.gov.kh/publication-and-resources/publications/ 
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 Transportation documents (Bill of lading/ Airway Bill/Truck 
bill) 

 Manifests  

 Customs permit 

 Export  Permit 

 Transportation Permit 

 Certificate of Origin (if required by importing country) 

 Certificate of Insurance  

Step 3 Perform Customs Declaration in ASYCUDA 

The declaration in ASYCUDA is the web system and can be 
performed either in the declarant’s office, custom branches at borders 
or anywhere which can connect to web system.  

Additional information on this step can be found in Appendix II of 
this manual. 

Fee of public services of GCED relating to custom declaration is given in Prakas No 1153 

of the Ministry of Economic and Finance (see Appendix IV).  

4.2 Joint Inspection  

At border, Joint Inspection conducted by Custom and Excise and CAMCONTROL 

officials can take place once the Customs Declaration process has begun.  

Joint Inspection Process: 

1. Customs and CAMCONTROL officials review the following documents: invoice, 

packing list, export permit, and transportation permit (see previous sections for 

definition of these requirements). If a representative is handling the cargo for the 

exporter, he/she will need to provide a photocopy of an ID card and two photographs. 

An authorization letter is needed for officials to know who will be clearing the cargo. 

This process would take quickly about 10-15 minutes. In case there is any 

irregularity, the physical inspection of exported products will be conducted.   

2. Then, an Inspection Report is filled in and jointly signed by officials of Custom and 

Excise branch and CAMCONTROL, and owner or representative of goods. 
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3. Next, the exporter or declarant will pay an inspection fee of at the CAMCONTROL 

cashier. The inspection fee is in Appendix IV- Annex 1 of Prakas 164312. 

4. Lastly, a Certificate of Quantity document is issued.  

4.3  Process at Export Exit Points 
4.3.1 Land Border 

 

Exports through all land borders share similar process. The major difference lies on 

whether manufacturing site is located in special economic zone. If so, exporter would 

benefit trade facilitation made available to the zone. The export process through land 

border can be captured in THREE key steps as shown in diagram below.  

                                                 
12 MEF and MOC (2014). Joint Prakas No. 1643 on Modification of the Annexes of Joint Prakas 985 on Provisions of 

Public Services of MOC (2012). December 2014 

Bavet Hours of Operation
Border Gate:
People: 6:00-22:00 daily
Goods: 6:00-17:00 daily
CAMCONTROL: 24 hours daily
Customs and Excise: 24 hours daily

The Bavet-Moc Bai
border is located in the
province of Svay Rieng in
the southeast of
Cambodia. Bavet is one
five districts that borders
Vietnam. The Bavet
border gate is
approximately 50 km
from the provincial capital
of Svay Rieng and is the
primary land crossing for
people and goods moving
between Cambodia and
Vietnam. Bicycles,
garments, and shoe
products comprise a large
percentage of exports
through Bavet border as
these goods are produced
in the nearby special
economic zone (SEZs).
Currently, there are 10
SEZs and four of them are
in operation.
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Step1: Customs Declaration (refer to section 3.1) 

Step 2: Joint Inspection (refer to section 3.2) 

Step 3: Exit Bavet Border: present completed declaration form and supporting document 

to Customs and Excise officials at the border. The consignment is then allowed to pass 

through the border. 

4.3.2 Sea Port 

 

 

Step 1: Customs 
Declaration

Step 2: Joint Inspection Step 3: Exit Bavet Border

Port of Sinhanoukville Hours of Operation
Port Authority: 24 hours daily
CAMCONTROL: 24 hours daily
Customs and Excise: 24 hours daily

The Sihanoukville
Autonomous Port (SAP) is
the only deep sea port in
Cambodia. SAP is state
owned entrprise which is
under the direct
management of the
Chairman & CEO and
assistace of three Deputy
Directors General. The
container terminal annual
storage capacity is
370,000 TEUs. SAP
offers: navigational
service, handling service,
storage and warehosing
services, special economic
zone, and logisitic supply
base for offshore oil
exploitation.
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Export Process at Sihanoukville Autonomous Port 

The export process at Sihanoukville Autonomous Port is similar to that at land borders 

except some procedures related to the use of service of SAP. Key process can be captured 

in FOUR steps as shown in diagram below.  

 

Detail of step 1 and 2 are described in above section. 

Step 3: Enter SAP  

To get permission for truck to enter SAP, shipper or exporter must provide either the 

approved Customs Declaration or Joint Inspection Report (if available), demonstrating that 

the shipper has authorization to export. 

Step 4: Exit SAP 

To have goods unload into container yard and then load into ship, shipper must follow 

steps below.   

1. Present Delivery Order (DO) issued by CAMSAB to the SAP Business Department 

which issues service invoice by automation system. 

2. Pay loading and unloading (LoLo) fees, and storage fee (if any) to SAP Accounting 

and Finance Department: 

Container Laden 
20' 

Laden 
40’/45’ 

Empty 
20' 

Empty 
40'/45' 

Import 63$ 96$ 63$ 96$ 

Step 1: Customs 
Declaration

Step 2: Joint Inspection Step 3: Enter SAP Step 4: Exit SAP
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Export 

Import laden via SAP 22$ 17$ 0$ 0$ 

Import empty via 
SAP 0$ 0$ 0$ 0$ 

Via other gates 42$ 57$ 0$ 0$ 

 Storage charge is free for the first 5 days. On exceeding 5 days, storage charge is 

applied back from the day one of storage as shown in table below:  

Container Laden 20' Empty 20' Laden 40'/45' Empty 40'/45' 

Storage charge per day 3$ 1$ 6$ 2$ 

3. Container Operation Department of the port will then proceed with unloading the good 

to container yard. 

4. Lastly, the SAP Invoice (Stevedoring charge) will be sent to the Shipping Line. The 

Shipping Line will work closely with the Port officials and make a “load list” for the 

cargo. The goods will then be moved from the container yard to the ship for export. 

4.3.3 River Port 
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The Phnom Penh Autonomous Port (PRAP) export process 

The PRAP export process can be captured in FOUR key steps.  

 
Step 1: PPAP Port Authority 

Before transporting goods to the Port, the exporter must receive approval from the PPAP. 

This approval can be requested several days before sending goods to PPAP. Followings 

are steps to get approval. 

Phnom Penh Autonomous Port
Port Authority: 24 hours daily
Customs and Excise: 24 hours daily
CAMCONTROL: 24 hours daily

The Phnom Penh Autonomous
Port (PPAP) is publically listed
company with majority of
shares owned by the
government. The Port Authority
is independent and has its own
Board of Directors and
managment.
PPAP new container terminal in
Kien Svay district accomodate
150,000 TEUs/year, and
planned to expand to 300,000
TEUs/year after 2015, and
500,000 TEUs/year after 2018.
PPAP offers: handling services,
warehousing services, inland
container depot, passenger and
tourist terminal, and surveying
and dreging services.

Step 1: PPAP 
Port Authority

Step 2: Customs 
Declaration

Step 3: Joint 
Inspection

Step 4: Exit 
PPAP
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1. First, obtain a copy of Delivery Order (DO) from KAMSAB. 

2. Next, bring the DO to the port authority for approval. Arrangements can then be made 

for the cargo to be unloaded at the port and later loaded on to the ship. 

3. The fees for this service (LoLo fees) and storage charges will need to be paid. The 

payment is made via bank account situated in the Port Authority. Then, exporter need 

to bring proof of payment to the Port Authority cashier. 

  Container LOLO fee: $45 (20-feet container) or $67 (40-45-feet container) for 

general exported goods excluding VAT. For exports of agricultural products, 

LOLO fee: $36 (20-feet container) excluding VAT.  

 Storage charge is free for the first 5 days. If exceeding 5 days, $3 per additional 

day (20-feet container) excluding VAT or $6 per additional day (40-45-feet 

container) excluding VAT. For exports of rice, storage charge for export is free for 

18 days. 

 Stevedoring pricing (Terminal Handling Charges):  $65 (20-feet container) or $99 

(40-45-feet container) excluding VAT. The Port Authority will send the invoice 

and charge stevedoring directly from the operator (ship). 

4. A receipt will then be issued. The receipt will need to be shown to port authority in 

order for the container to be unloaded, stored and loaded onto the vessel. 

Detail of step 2 and 3 can be found in section 3.1 and 3.2, respectively 

Step 4: Exit PPAP  

1. Present the Port Authority Invoice Receipt and arrange for the cargo to be loaded from 

the Port to the ship. 

2. The cargo will be loaded onto the vessel for export. 
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4.3.4 Airport 

 

The exports by air follows the similar process. Below is the export process by Phnom Penh 

International Airport which is the key export by air in Cambodia.  

Phnom Penh International Airport Export Process 

The Phnom Penh International Airport export process can be captured in FOUR key steps. 

The documentation and requirements are outlined below. 

 

Step 1: CAMS Permission 

Hours of Operation

CAMS Operation: 05:00 - 01:00 daily

CAMCONTROL: 24 hours daily

Customs and Excise: 24 hours daily

The Phnom Penh
International Airport is
located 10km from
downtown Phnom Penh on
Road # 4 (Russian Blvd).
The airport export process at
Sihanoukville and Siem
Reap, while slightly
different, should closely
match the process below.
PPIA cargo facilities
include mechanical
handling, air-conditioned
storage, refrigerated and
deep freeze storage, fresh
meat inspection, livestock
handling, security for
dangerous goods and very
large/heavy cargo.

Step 1: CAMS 
Permission

Step 2: Customs 
Declaration

Step 3: Joint 
Inspection

Step 4: Exits CAMS
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The PPIA export process begins with Cambodia Airport Management Services (CAMS) 

located in the Cargo Terminal, adjacent to the airport. The Customs and Excise and 

CAMCONTROL offices are also located inside the building. 

CAMS Receiving Process 

1. To begin the export process, CAMS first needs to receive a copy of Airway Bill 

document. The Airway Bill can be obtained directly from the airline or may be 

provided by the shipping agent. 

2. Next, move the cargo to the unloading dock. At this time a Shipper Declaration 

Checklist (see specimen copy in appendix) will be filled out by CAMS staff and signed 

off by the shipper. This document captures basic information about the cargo, the 

number of pieces and weight (used to calculate gross weight) and declares if the goods 

are dangerous or require special handling. 

3. A Counting Report (see specimen copy in appendix) will then be completed by a 

CAMS Official. This document is used to tally the goods being shipped and to check 

that the labeling and packaging is appropriate for air transport. 

4. Then Customs Declaration and joint inspection process can begin. 

Detail of step 2 and 3 can be found in section 3.1 and 3.2, respectively 

Step 4: Exit CAMS 

After receiving approval from Customs and Excise, the exporter can begin the exit process 

at the CAMS Administrative Office as followed. 

1. First, complete an Export Cargo Acceptance Form. The following supporting documents 

need to be provided: airway bill, shipper declaration checklist, counting report, customs 

declaration and any additional supporting documentation for exporting special cargo such 

as live fishery products 

2. Next, bring the completed Export Cargo Form to the cashier and pay the warehouse 

handling charges. Payment is based on the cargo’s gross weight and if special handling is 

needed.  
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 For the first 3 days, from date of cargo arrival at warehouse including national 

holidays, $0.04 per kg 

 For additional days, $0.04 per kg 

 Fractions of 50 kg will be charged as 50 kg 

 100% surcharges is applied if the cargo requires cold storage or the exported 

product is live fish or fishery products 

 All payments are subject to 10% VAT. 

3. Lastly, cargo is moved by CAMS into export storage and prepared for flight. Then, 

CAMS follow instructions received from the airline. The goods will then be moved to the 

aircraft for export. 
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DEPARTMENT OF PLANNING, FINANCE AND INTERNATIONAL 
COOPERATION, FISHERY ADMINISTRATION 
Phone: (855) 23 215 470 
Email: thorsensereivorth.fia@maff.gov.kh 
 admin@fia.gov.kh 
Address: No. 186, Norodom Boulevard, Sangkat Tonle Basac, Khan Chamcar Mon, 

Phnom Penh, Cambodia 
Website: www.fia.gov.kh 
 
DEPARTMENT OF FISHERIES, POST-HAREST TECHNLOGIES AND 
QUALITY CONTROL, FISHERY ADMINISTRATION 
Phone: (855) 23 215 470 
Email: chhounchamnan@gmail.com 
  admin@fia.gov.kh 
Address: No. 186, Norodom Boulevard, Sangkat Tonle Basac, Khan Chamcar Mon, 

Phnom Penh, Cambodia 
Website: www.fia.gov.kh 
 
BUSINESS REGISTRATION DEPARTMENT, MINISTRY OF COMMERCE 
Phone1: (855) 23 866 048 
Phone 2: (855) 12 993 188 
Email: omdararith@yahoo.com 
Address: Lot 19-61, MOC Road (113B Road), turn in from Russian Blvd, Phum 

Teuk Thla, Sangkat Teuk Thla, Khan Sen Sok, Phnom Penh, Kingdom of 
Cambodia. 

Website: www.moc.gov.kh 
 
EXPORT-IMPORT DEPARTMENT, MINISTRY OF COMMERCE 
Phone: (855) 12 838 909 
Email: hosivyong@yahoo.com 
Address: Lot 19-61, MOC Road (113B Road), turn in from Russian Blvd, Phum 

Teuk Thla, Sangkat Teuk Thla, Khan Sen Sok, Phnom Penh, Kingdom of 
Cambodia. 

Website: http://ico.moc.gov.kh 
 
TRADE PROMOTION GENERAL DIRECTORATE, MINISTRY OF 
COMMERCE 

mailto:chhounchamnan@gmail.com
mailto:omdararith@yahoo.com
http://www.moc.gov.kh/
mailto:hosivyong@yahoo.com
http://ico.moc.gov.kh/
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Phone: (855) 12 313 333 
Email: seangthay@yahoo.com 
Address: Lot 19-61, MOC Road (113B Road), turn in from Russian Blvd, Phum 

Teuk Thla, Sangkat Teuk Thla, Khan Sen Sok, Phnom Penh, Kingdom of 
Cambodia. 

Website: http://tpd.gov.kh 
 
CAMBODIA IMPORT EXPORT INSPECTION AND FRAUD REPRESSION 
DIRECTORATE-GENERAL (CAMCONTROL), MINISTRY OF COMMERCE 
Phone1: (855) 12 553 375, (855) 88 836 1016 
Email: ccdg@camcontrol.gov.kh 
Address: building no. 55, Street 144, Sangkat Phsar Kandal I, Khan Daun Penh, 

Phnom Penh, Cambodia. 
Website: http://www.camcontrol.gov.kh 
  
GENERAL DEPARTMENT OF TAXATION 
Phone: (855) 23 886 708 
Email: gdt@tax.gov.kh 
Address: Corner Russian Federation & Mao Tsetong Blvd. Sangkat Toek La ak I, 

Khan Tuol Kork, Phnom Penh, Kingdom of Cambodia. 
Website: www.tax.gov.kh 
 
GENERAL DEPARTMENT OF CUSTOMS AND EXCISE OF CAMBODIA 
Phone:  (855) 23 214 065 
Fax:  (855) 23 214 065 
Email:  info-pru@customs.gov.kh 
Address:  No. 6-8, Preah Norodom Blvd., Sangkat Phsar Thmei III, Khan Daun 

Penh, Phnom Penh, Cambodia. 
Website:  www.customs.gov.kh 
 
INSTITU PASTEUR DU CAMBODGE 
Phone: (855) 23 426 009 
Email: info@pasteur-kh.org  
Address: No. 5, Monivong Boulevard, 12201 Phnom Penh, Kingdom of Cambodia. 
Website: www.pasteur-kh.org 
 

mailto:seangthay@yahoo.com
http://tpd.gov.kh/
mailto:ccdg@camcontrol.gov.kh
http://www.camcontrol.gov.kh/
http://www.customs.gov.kh/
mailto:info@pasteur-kh.org
http://www.pasteur-kh.org/
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INDUSTRIAL LABORATORY CENTER OF CAMBODIA (ILCC), 
MINISTRY OF INDUSTRY AND HANDICRAFT 
Phone: (855) 11 877 319 
Email: hcs_cambodia@yahoo.com  
Address: National Road No. 5, Phum Boeng Chhouk, Sangkat Km. No. 6, Russey 

Keo District, Phnom Penh, Cambodia. 
Website: www.mih.gov.kh 
 
LABORATORY DEPARTMENT, CAMCONTROL, MINISTRY OF 
COMMERCE 
Phone: (855) 11 884 067 
Email: ccdg.lab@gmail.com 
Address: Building no. 55, Street 144, Sangkat Phsar Kandal I, Khan Daun Penh, 

Phnom Penh, Cambodia. 
Website: www.camcontrol.gov.kh 
 
CAMBOIDA AIRPORT MANAGEMENT SERVICES 
Phone: (855) 23 890 520, (855) 23 890 890 
Fax: (855) 23 890 254 
Email:  chhun-khim.tan@cambodia-airports.aero  
Address: Phnom Penh International Airport, National Road No.4, Phnom Penh, 

Cambodia. 
Website: www.cambodia-airports.aero 
 
PHNOM PENH AUTONOMUS PORT 
Phone: (855) 23 427 802 
Email:  ppapmpwt@online.com.kh, info@ppap.com.kh 
Address: Kandal Leu Village, Banteay Dek Commune, Kien Svay District, Kandal 

Province, Cambodia. 
Website: www.ppap.com.kh 
      
SIHANOUKVILLE AUTONOMUS PORT 
Phone: (855) 34 933 416 
Email:  pith_prakath@pas.gov.kh, pasinfo@pas.gov.kh 
Address: Sangkat No.3, Sihanoukville City, Preah Sihanouk Province, Cambodia. 
Website: www.pas.gov.kh 

http://www.mih.gov.kh/
mailto:chhun-khim.tan@cambodia-airports.aero
http://www.cambodia-airports.aero/
mailto:ppapmpwt@online.com.kh
mailto:info@ppap.com.kh
http://www.ppap.com.kh/
mailto:info@pas.gov.kh


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Appendix II: Customs Declaration Procedures in ASYCUDA  
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ASYCUDA follows the processes in diagram of ASYCUDA below. The declaration in 
ASYCUDAY is the web system and can be performed either in the declarant’s office, 
custom branches at borders or anywhere which can connect to web system.  
 

 
 
1: Preparation and Printing of Customs Declaration 
The Customs Broker/Declarant inputs information of SAD directly into the ASYCUDA. 
The computer checks and verifies the customs declaration with reference documents in the 
system, and performs some examinations. The system will allow registration of customs 
declaration when information is completed and valid. Registered customs declarations can 
be cancelled with authorization from the GDCE. Only registered customs declaration is 
considered legal document. 
 
After registration, the Customs Broker/Declarant shall print and sign two (2) copies of 
SAD attached with all required documents and summit to competent Customs officer. 

http://www.customs.gov.kh/wp-content/uploads/2015/05/12.png
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The system will automatically inform the Customs Brokers /Declarant about the situation 
of the customs declaration process. 
 
2: Lodgement of the Customs Declaration 
The customs officer in charge of face vetting examines hard copies of registered SAD and 
attached documents with information in the system to ensure that the SAD is properly 
filled, clear and legible and signed by the Customs Broker/Declarant, and all required 
documents are submitted together with the hardcopy registered SAD. 
The customs officer may reject any SAD which does not fulfil the above requirements. 
 
3: SAD Processing Lanes: 
When the SAD is completely and satisfactorily checked, the customs officer assesses the 
SAD by using the system. By using risk management criteria, the system will assign the 
processing Lane for the Declaration as below: 
 
RED Lane: The SAD must be scrutinized (checked against documents). Goods are subject 
to physical inspection before re-routing the SAD to GREEN lane and assessment by 
Customs. 
 
YELLOW Lane: The SAD must be scrutinized (checked against the documents) before 
re-routing to GREEN lane and assessment by Customs. 
 
GREEN Lane:     The SAD is automatically assessed and a clearance document issued. 
The hardcopy SAD may be subject to post-clearance audit (PCA). 
 
BLUE Lane:         The SAD is provided the same treatment as for GREEN Lane and with 
specific reasons subject to post-clearance audit. 
 
If customs declaration is under Red and Yellow lane, Customs officer shall verifies the 
selectivity criteria that caused the declaration to be set in these lanes. The system will show 
special requirements such as requirement for import license, withdrawal of sample and 
history of smuggling etc. 
 
4: Query Desk: 
If there are some errors in data entry or irregularities found during physical examinations, 
SAD will be routed to the Customs Query Desk. Customs Broker/Declarant will be notified 
that the SAD status has changed to “query” and the reasons for the query. 
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Upon receiving the notification, Customs Broker/Declarant shall go to the Customs Query 
Desk. If any amendments to SAD are required, Customs Officer in charge of Query Desk 
will discuss with Broker/Declarant. If agreement is not reached, the customs officer will 
prepare a report or record to GDCE for further action. 
 
When the above action is fulfilled and agreement is reached, customs officer shall sign on 
SAD and update the inspection act based on the results of inspection and settlement at 
query desk or upon the decision of GDCE. Then SAD will be re-routed to GREEN. 
 
5: Container Scanning 
Container scanning is done independently of SAD processing. The system will be available 
in the Scanning Office enabling the scanning officer to compare the goods declared on the 
SAD with those found on the scanning image/scanning information. 
Any irregularity found should be recorded in the Inspection Act Form by Customs. 
 
6: Assessment Notice 
When the SAD is assessed by the ASYCUDA, the system will inform the amount of duties, 
taxes and fees to be paid. The notice of assessment will be used as a reference document 
for payment of duties, taxes and fees. 

 
7: Accounting 
Duties, taxes and fees are paid in accordance with regulations in force. If payment is made 
via the National Bank of Cambodia or other authorized financial institutions, the receipt 
issued these institutes shall be submitted to Customs and the system will issues a Customs 
receipt in return. 

 
8: Release of Goods 
After payment of duties, taxes and fees Customs will issue the Cargo Release Note, which 
details the amount of duties, taxes and fees related to the declaration. This note is used to 
authorize release of the cargo from customs. 

 
9: Post Clearance Auditing (PCA) 
SADs processed under blue and green lane are subject to post-clearance audit. 

Authorized User for SAD process 

 Legal person or company with Value Added Tax certificate 

 Owner of the goods or representatives 
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 Customs broker recognized by Customs 

 Legally authorized Employee of the company 

Required Documents for Customs Declaration 

Documents to be attached with SAD: 

 Invoice and Packing list 

 Transportation documents (Bill of lading/ Airway Bill/Truck bill) 

If necessary 

 Manifests 

 Licenses 
 Permit 

 Certificate of Origin 

 Certificate of Insurance and 

 other related documents 

 
Responsibility of Customs Broker/Declarant in Customs Declaration 

 
Customs Broker/Declarant shall perform the following responsibilities: 

 Declarant shall input data on Customs declaration including valuation note until 
registration 

 When finish inputting data on Customs declaration, declarant shall verify and then 
register Customs declaration if there is no mistake or after the correction of mistake. 
After registration ASYCUDA will provide registration number and date 
automatically. 

 Declarant shall print 2 copies of the registered Customs declaration and valuation 
note (in case necessary) in A4 size paper (Note: Customs declaration can be printed 
after registration). 

 Registered Customs declaration attached with necessary documents shall be 
submitted to Customs officer in charge face vetting. Declarant shall sign on 
Customs declaration in front of Customs officer. 

 In case Customs officer in charge face vetting does not accept Customs declaration, 
declarant shall contact query desk official. 

 If there is official in charge of manifest, declarant shall bring the copy of Customs 
declaration to Customs officer in charge of manifest in order to write off goods in 
Customs declaration from manifest. 
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 If scan is required, declarant shall bring the copy of Customs declaration to 
Customs unit in charge of scanning the container. 

 If physical inspection is required, declarant shall contact chief examiner for 
inspecting the cargo. 

 If additional information is need by Customs officer, declarant shall go to query 
desk. 

 If payment is made via banking system, declarant shall provide bank receipt to 
Customs officer in charge of accounting in order to certify the payment in 
ASYCUDA. 

 If payment is made on cash/check, declarant shall provide cash/check to Customs 
officer in charge of accounting in order to certify the payment in ASYCUDA. 

 After payment of duties and taxes or in case goods are declared under advance 
payment, declarant shall receive Customs receipt from cashier and then Customs 
receipt on vehicle (if exist) and cargo release note of Chief of accounting. 

 Declarant shall take transportation note from Customs officer in charge of 
warehouse or Customs area and then take the cargo out. 

 In case there is an approval and permission to totally or partially return duties and 
taxes, declarant shall bring necessary documents include decision of the competent 
authority, Customs declaration, Customs receipt, Bill…etc to accountant and 
cashier in order to certify the return of duties and taxes in ASYCUDA. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Appendix III: Provisions of Public Services of Relevant 
Institutions 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 







































































 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Appendix IV: Samples and Forms of Export Documentations 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Appendix V: Samples and Forms of Export Documentations 
 



 

 

រកសងួពណិជជកមម 
Ministry of Commerce 
អគគនយកដឋ នេសវពណិជជកមម 
General Directorate of Trade Support Services 
នយកដឋ នចុះបញជពីណិជជកមម 
Department of Commercial Registration 

រពះរជណចរកកមពុជ 

KINGD0M OF CAMBODIA 
ជតិ សសន រពះមហកសរត 

NATION RELIGION KING 
!"# 

 

េលខទរមង/់Form No.: ……………………… 

 

ពកយេសនស ុចំុះបញជ រីកុមហ៊ុន 

Application for Company Registration 

សរមប់រកុមហ៊ុនឯកកមមសទិធិ 
For Sole Proprietorship 

 

ឯកសររតូវភជ ប់ជមួយទរមង់េនះ/Documents to be attached with this form: 

$ កមមវតថុអជវីកមម / Business Objective 

$ សកមមភពអជវីកមមចមបង / Main Business 

Activities 

$ ឯកសរបញជ កអ់តតសញញ ណ / Certified Evidence of 

Identity1 

$ ឯកសរបញជ កអ់សយដឋ ន / Proof of Address2 

$ លខិតិយលរ់ពមរបសឯ់កកមមសទិធកិរ / Owner 

Consent 

$ េផសងេទៀត / Other : ………………………………..…… 

……………………………………………………………………. 

……………………………………………………………………. 

 

1. ព័ត៌មនទូេទ/General Information 

េឈម ះរកុមហ៊នុែដលេសនសុ ំ(ែខមរ)៖  

Name of Proposed Company (in Latin):  

2. អសយដឋ ន/Addresses 

អសយដឋ នជកែ់សដង/ 

Physical Registered Address: 

ផទះេលខ/House No .............. ផលូ វ/Street ..........................................  
ខណឌ /រសុក/District ............................................. ឃុ/ំសងក ត/់Commune 
................................................ ភមូ/ិVillage ....................................... 
េខតត/រកុង/City/Province .............................. របេទស/Country ............................. 
េលខកដូៃរបសណីយ/Postal Code .............................. 

អសយដឋ នសរមបទ់នំកទ់នំង/ 

Postal Registered Address: 

$ ដចូខងេល (មនិចំបចប់េំពញបែនថម)/ Same as above (no need to fill in 

details) 

$ មនិដចូ (ចរូបេំពញ) / No (please fill) 

ផទះេលខ/House No .............. ផលូ វ/Street ..........................................  
ខណឌ /រសុក/District ............................................. ឃុ/ំសងក ត/់Commune 
................................................ ភមូ/ិVillage ....................................... 
េខតត/រកុង/City/Province .............................. របេទស/Country ............................. 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1!អតតសញញ ណបណ័ណឬលខិតិឆលងែដន / Identity card or passport 
2!ឯកសរដចូជវកិយ័បរតេភលង ទកឹ ។ល។ / Please provide a telephone, utility or other bill that has been sent to your address!



េលខកដូៃរបសណីយ/Postal Code .............................. 
អ៊ែីមល៉/Contact Email (print):  

េលខទរូសព័ទ/Telephone:  

3. ឯកកមមសទិធិករ/Owner 

នមរតកលូ នមកណដ ល នមខលួន (ែខមរ)៖   

Surname Middle-name Name (in Latin):  

ៃថង ែខ ឆន ំកេំណ ត/Date of Birth: 

………………………………………… 

េភទ/Gender: $ របុស/Male 

 $ រស/ីFemale 

សញញ ត/ិNationality: 

……………………………………… 

អសយដឋ នសរមបទ់នំកទ់នំង/ 

Address for Communication: 

ផទះេលខ/House No. .............. ផលូ វ/Street ..................... ខណឌ /រសុក/District 
........................... ឃុ/ំសងក ត/់Commune ................................. ភមូ/ិVillage 
....................................... េខតត/រកុង/Province/City ....................................... 
របេទស/Country .............................. េលខកដូៃរបសណីយ/Postal Code 
.......................... 

េលខទរូសព័ទ/Telephone No.:  

អ៊ែីមល៉/Contact Email (print):  

អតតសញញ ណ/Identification: 

$ អតតសញញ ណបណណែខមរ/ Khmer 

Identity Card 

$ លខិតិឆលងែដន/ Passport 

េលខ/Number: 

………………………………………… 

* េលខអតតសញញ ណបណណឬលខិតិឆលងែដន 

* Identity Card No. or Passport No. 

ៃថងផដល/់Issue Date: 

……………………………………… 

ៃថងផតុកណំត/់Expiration Date: 

……………………………………… 

$ Consent:  ខញ
ុ
សំមូរបកសថ ពុមំនជបេ់ទសៃពរក៍ន

ុ
ងកចិចករពណិជជកមម រដឋបបេវណី ឬ រពហមទណឌ  

នងិពុែំមនជមរនតរីជករ កនុងរកសងួ សថ បន័រដឋណមយួៃនរពះរជណចរកកមពុជេឡយ 
េហយពត័ម៌នទំងឡយេនកនុងពកយេសនសុ ំនងិឯកសរភជ បជ់នូគពឺតិ នងិេពញេលញ។ 

I do hereby declare that I have never been convicted for commercial, civil, or criminal conduct 

and I am not a Government official in any Government Ministry or Institution of the Kingdom of 

Cambodia and that the information in this application and any attachments is true and complete. 
  

4. ព័ត៌មនអនកេសនស ុ/ំApplicant Information 

េឈម ះ/Name:  

អ៊ែីមល៉/E-mail:  

ទរូសព័ទ/Telephone:  

 

 េធវេន ................ ៃថង ......... ែខ ........... ឆន ំ ........... 
Made in ………… on ………… day of ………… year ……… 

ហតថេលខ នងិេឈម ះ / Name and Signature 

 



 
 
រកសងួពណិជជកមម 
Ministry of Commerce 
អគគនយកដឋ នេសវពណិជជកមម 
General Directorate of Trade Support Services 
នយកដឋ នចុះបញជពីណិជជកមម 
Department of Commercial Registration 

រពះរជណចរកកមពុជ 
KINGD0M OF CAMBODIA 
ជតិ សសន រពះមហកសរត 

NATION RELIGION KING 
!"# 

 
េលខទរមង/់Form No.: ……………………… 

 

ពកយេសនស ុចំុះបញជ រីកុមហ៊ុន 
Application for Partnership Registration 

សរមប់រកុមហ៊ុនសហកមមសទិធិមនករមិត និងសហកមមសទិធិទូេទ 
For Limited and General Partnership 

 

ឯកសររតូវភជ ប់ជមួយទរមង់េនះ/Documents to be attached with this form: 
$ កមមវតថុអជវីកមម/Business Objective 

$ សកមមភពអជវីកមមចមបង/Main Business Activities 

$ កចិចសនយសហកមមសទិធ/ិPartnership Agreement 

$ របេភទតរួនទេីនកនុងរកុងហ៊នុ/Employee Position 

Details1 

$ ពត័ម៌នអពំសីហកមមសទិធកិរ/Partner Details 

$ ពត័ម៌នអពំអីនករគបរ់គង/Manager Details 

$ ឯកសរបញជ កអ់សយដឋ ន / Proof of Address2 

$ េផសងេទៀត/Other : ………………………………..…… 

……………………………………………………………………. 

……………………………………………………………………. 
 

1. ព័ត៌មនទូេទ/General Information 
េឈម ះរកុមហ៊នុែដលេសនសុ ំ(ែខមរ)៖  

Name of Proposed Company (in Latin):  

របេភទរកុមហ៊នុ/Type of Company:  $ សហកមមសទិធមិនករមតិ/Limited Partnership 

 $ សហកមមសទិធទិេូទ/General Partnership 

3. អសយដឋ ន/Addresses 

អសយដឋ នជកែ់សដង/ 

Physical Registered Address: 

ផទះេលខ/House No .............. ផលូ វ/Street ..........................................  
ខណឌ /រសុក/District ............................................. ឃុ/ំសងក ត/់Commune 
................................................ ភមូ/ិVillage ....................................... 
េខតត/រកុង/City/Province .............................. របេទស/Country ............................. 
េលខកដូៃរបសណីយ/Postal Code .............................. 

អសយដឋ នសរមបទ់នំកទ់នំង/ 

Postal Registered Address: 

$ ដចូខងេល (មនិចំបចប់េំពញបែនថម)/ Same as above (no need to fill in 

details) 

$ មនិដចូ (ចរូបេំពញ) / No (please fill) 

ផទះេលខ/House No .............. ផលូ វ/Street ..........................................  
ខណឌ /រសុក/District ............................................. ឃុ/ំសងក ត/់Commune 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1!ដចូជគណន ីទផីសរ ពត័ម៌នវទិយ ។ល។ / Details of the positions of each professional employee e.g. accountant, marketing, IT etc.!
2!ឯកសរដចូជវកិយ័បរតេភលង ទកឹ ។ល។ / Please provide a telephone, utility or other bill that has been sent to your address!



................................................ ភមូ/ិVillage ....................................... 
េខតត/រកុង/City/Province .............................. របេទស/Country ............................. 
េលខកដូៃរបសណីយ/Postal Code .............................. 

អ៊ែីមល៉/Contact Email (print):  

េលខទរូសព័ទ/Telephone:  

4. ចំនួនបុគគលកិ/Number of Employees 

ចនំនួបគុគលកិេភទរបុស/ Male 

Employees:  

 ចនំនួបគុគលកិេភទរស/ី 

Female Employees: 

 

ចនំនួបគុគលកិែខមរ/ Cambodian 

Employees:  

 ចនំនួបគុគលកិបរេទស/ 

Foreign Employees: 

 

$ Consent:  ខញ
ុ
សំមូរបកសថ ពុមំនជបេ់ទសៃពរក៍ន

ុ
ងកចិចករពណិជជកមម រដឋបបេវណី ឬ រពហមទណឌ  

នងិពុែំមនជមរនតរីជករ កនុងរកសងួ សថ បន័រដឋណមយួៃនរពះរជណចរកកមពុជេឡយ 
េហយពត័ម៌នទំងឡយេនកនុងពកយេសនសុ ំនងិឯកសរភជ បជ់នូគពឺតិ នងិេពញេលញ។ 

I do hereby declare that I have never been convicted for commercial, civil, or criminal conduct 

and I am not a Government official in any Government Ministry or Institution of the Kingdom of 

Cambodia and that the information in this application and any attachments is true and complete. 
  

5. ព័ត៌មនអនកេសនស ុ/ំAppl icant Information  

េឈម ះ/Name:  
អ៊ែីមល៉/E-mail:  
ទរូសព័ទ/Telephone:  
 

 

ឧបសមពន័ធ/Appendix: 

� ពត័ម៌នអពំសីហកមមសទិធកិរ/ 

Partner Details 

� ពត័ម៌នអពំអីនករគបរ់គង/ Manager 

Details 

េធវេន ................ ៃថង ......... ែខ ........... ឆន ំ ........... 
Made in ………… on ………… day of ………… year ……… 

ហតថេលខ នងិេឈម ះ / Name and Signature 

 

  



ឧបសមព័នធ ១ 
Appendix 1 

 
ព័ត៌មនអំពីសហកមមសទិធិករ 

Partner Details 
 

* សគំល/់Notes៖ សរមបស់ហកមមសទិធកិរមន កស់មូេរបទរមងម់យួេដយដកេ់លខេរៀងេផសងៗគន  / Use separate 

form for each partner by listing different number of each partner 

ឯកសររតូវភជ ប់ជមួយអនុទរមង់េនះ/Documents to be attached with this sub-form: 
$ លខិតិរបគលស់ទិទ ិ/ Power of Attorney 

$ វញិញ បនបរតចះុបញជ  ី/ Certificate of Incorporation 

$ លកខនតកិៈរកុមហ៊នុ/កចិចសនយសហកមមសទិធ ិ/ 

Articles of Incorporation/Partnership!Agreement 

$ ឯកសរបញជ កអ់តតសញញ ណ / Certified Evidence of 

Identity1 

$ េសចកតរីបកសអះអងរបសស់ហកមមសទិធកិរ / 

Partner Consent  

$ ឯកសរេយង / Supporting Documents 

$ េផសងេទៀត / Other : ………………………………..…… 

……………………………………………………………………. 

……………………………………………………………………. 
 

េលខេរៀង/Listing number:  
តនួទសីហកមមសទិធកិរ/Partner Designation:  $ សហកមមសទិធកិរមនករមតិ/Limited Partner 

      $ សហកមមសទិធកិរទេូទ/General Partner 

របេភទសហកមមសទិធកិរ/Partner Type:  $ របូវនតបគុគល/Individual  $ នតីបិគុគល/Legal Entity 

របេភទភគទនុ/Type of Contribution: $ សចរ់បក/់Monetary  $ រទពយសមបតត/ិProperty  

$ ចេំណះដងឹឬសកមមភព/Knowledge or Activity 

ពត័ម៌នអពំភីគទនុ/Contribution Details:  

 

របូវនតបុគគល/Individual Partner 
នមរតកលូ នមកណដ ល នមខលួន (ែខមរ)៖   

Surname Middle-name Name (in Latin):  

ៃថង ែខ ឆន ំកេំណ ត/Date of Birth: 

………………………………………… 

េភទ/Gender: $ របុស/Male 

 $ រស/ីFemale 

សញញ ត/ិNationality: 

……………………………………… 

អសយដឋ នសរមបទ់នំកទ់នំង/ 

Address for Communication: 

ផទះេលខ/House No. .............. ផលូ វ/Street ..................... ខណឌ /រសុក/District 
........................... ឃុ/ំសងក ត/់Commune ................................. ភមូ/ិVillage 
....................................... េខតត/រកុង/Province/City ....................................... 
របេទស/Country .............................. េលខកដូៃរបសណីយ/Postal Code 
.......................... 

អ៊ែីមល៉/Contact Email (print):  

េលខទរូសព័ទ/Telephone No.:  

អតតសញញ ណ/Identification: 

$ អតតសញញ ណបណណែខមរ/ Khmer 

េលខ/Number: 

………………………………………… 

ៃថងផដល/់Issue Date: 

……………………………………… 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1!អតតសញញ ណបណ័ណឬលខិតិឆលងែដន/Identity card or passport!



Identity Card 

$ លខិតិឆលងែដន/ Passport 

* េលខអតតសញញ ណបណណឬលខិតិឆលងែដន 

* Identity Card No. or Passport No. 

ៃថងផតុកណំត/់Expiration Date: 

……………………………………… 

នីតិបុគគល/Legal Entity 

េឈម ះរកុមហ៊នុ/Company Name:   

អតតេលខរកុមហ៊នុ/Company Number:  

អសយដឋ នទសីន កក់រ/ 

Registered Office Address: 

ផទះេលខ/House No. .............. ផលូ វ/Street ..................... ខណឌ /រសុក/District 
........................... ឃុ/ំសងក ត/់Commune ................................. ភមូ/ិVillage 
....................................... េខតត/រកុង/Province/City ....................................... 
របេទស/Country .............................. េលខកដូៃរបសណីយ/Postal Code 
.......................... 

$ េសចកដយីលរ់ពម/Consent:  ខញុសំមូរបកសថ ពុមំនជបេ់ទសៃពរក៍នុងកចិចករពណិជជកមម រដឋបបេវណី ឬ 
រពហមទណឌ  នងិពុែំមនជមរនតរីជករ កនុងរកសងួ 
សថ បន័រដឋណមយួៃនរពះរជណចរកកមពុជេឡយ 
េហយពត័ម៌នទំងឡយេនកនុងពកយេសនសុ ំនងិឯកសរភជ បជ់នូគពឺតិ 
នងិេពញេលញ។ 

I do hereby declare that I have never been convicted for commercial, civil or 

criminal conduct and I am not a Government official in any Government 

Ministry or Institution of The Kingdom of Cambodia, and that the information in 

this application and any attachments is true and complete. 

 

  



ឧបសមព័នធ ២ 
Appendix 2 

 
ព័ត៌មនអំពីអនករគប់រគង 

Manager Details 
 

* សគំល/់Notes៖ សរមបអ់នករគបរ់គងមន កស់មូេរបអនទុរមងម់យួេដយដកេ់លខេរៀងេផសងៗគន  / Use separate 

sub-form for each manager by listing different number of each manager 

ឯកសររតូវភជ ប់ជមួយអនុទរមង់េនះ/Documents to be attached with this sub-form: 
$ ឯកសរបញជ កអ់តតសញញ ណ / Certified Evidence of 

Identity1 

$ េផសងេទៀត / Other : ………………………………..…… 

……………………………………………………………………. 

……………………………………………………………………. 
 

េលខេរៀង/Listing number:  
នមរតកលូ នមកណដ ល នមខលួន (ែខមរ)៖   

Surname Middle-name Name (in Latin):  

ៃថង ែខ ឆន ំកេំណ ត/Date of Birth: 

………………………………………… 

េភទ/Gender: $ របុស/Male 

 $ រស/ីFemale 

សញញ ត/ិNationality: 

……………………………………… 

អសយដឋ នសរមបទ់នំកទ់នំង/ 

Address for Communication: 

ផទះេលខ/House No. .............. ផលូ វ/Street ..................... ខណឌ /រសុក/District 
........................... ឃុ/ំសងក ត/់Commune ................................. ភមូ/ិVillage 
....................................... េខតត/រកុង/Province/City ....................................... 
របេទស/Country .............................. េលខកដូៃរបសណីយ/Postal Code 
.......................... 

អ៊ែីមល៉/Contact Email (print):  

េលខទរូសព័ទ/Telephone No.:  

អតតសញញ ណ/Identification: 

$ អតតសញញ ណបណណែខមរ/ Khmer 

Identity Card 

$ លខិតិឆលងែដន/ Passport 

េលខ/Number: 

………………………………………… 

* េលខអតតសញញ ណបណណឬលខិតិឆលងែដន 

* Identity Card No. or Passport No. 

ៃថងផដល/់Issue Date: 

……………………………………… 

ៃថងផតុកណំត/់Expiration Date: 

……………………………………… 

$ េសចកដយីលរ់ពម/Consent:  ខញុសំមូរបកសថ ពុមំនជបេ់ទសៃពរក៍នុងកចិចករពណិជជកមម រដឋបបេវណី ឬ 
រពហមទណឌ  នងិពុែំមនជមរនតរីជករ កនុងរកសងួ 
សថ បន័រដឋណមយួៃនរពះរជណចរកកមពុជេឡយ 
េហយពត័ម៌នទំងឡយេនកនុងពកយេសនសុ ំនងិឯកសរភជ បជ់នូគពឺតិ 
នងិេពញេលញ។ 

I do hereby declare that I have never been convicted for commercial, civil or 

criminal conduct and I am not a Government official in any Government 

Ministry or Institution of The Kingdom of Cambodia, and that the information in 

this application and any attachments is true and complete. 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1!អតតសញញ ណបណ័ណឬលខិតិឆលងែដន/Identity card or passport!



 
 
រកសងួពណិជជកមម 
Ministry of Commerce 
អគគនយកដឋ នេសវពណិជជកមម 
General Directorate of Trade Support Services 
នយកដឋ នចុះបញជពីណិជជកមម 
Department of Commercial Registration 

រពះរជណចរកកមពុជ 
KINGD0M OF CAMBODIA 
ជតិ សសន រពះមហកសរត 

NATION RELIGION KING 
!"# 

 
េលខទរមង/់Form No.: ……………………… 

 

ពកយេសនស ុចំុះបញជ រីកុមហ៊ុន 
Application for Company Registration 

សរមប់រកុមហ៊ុនឯកជន/មហជនទទួលខុសរតូវមនករមិត 
For Private/Public Limited Company 

 

ឯកសររតូវភជ ប់ជមួយទរមង់េនះ/Documents to be attached with this form: 
$ កមមវតថុអជវីកមម / Business Objective 

$ សកមមភពអជវីកមមចមបង / Main Business 

Activities 

$ អនសុសរណៈ/លកខនតកិៈរកុមហ៊នុ / Memorandum/ 

Articles of Association 

$ របេភទតរួនទេីនកនុងរកុងហ៊នុ / Employee Position 

Details1
 

$ ពត័ម៌នអពំអីភបិល / Director Details 

$ ពត័ម៌នអពំមីច សហ់៊នុ / Shares and Shareholders 

Details 

$ ឯកសរបញជ កអ់សយដឋ ន / Proof of Address2 

$ េផសងេទៀត / Other : ………………………………..…… 

……………………………………………………………………. 

……………………………………………………………………. 
 

1. ព័ត៌មនទូេទ/General Information 
េឈម ះរកុមហ៊នុែដលេសនសុ ំ(ែខមរ)៖  

Name of Proposed Company (in Latin):  

របេភទរកុមហ៊នុ/Type of Company:  $ ឯកជនទទលួខសុរតូវមនករមតិ/Private Limited Company 

 $ មហជនទទលួខសុរតូវមនករមតិ/Public Limited Company 
 

2 . ព័ត៌មនភគហ៊ុន/Share Information  

តៃមលេគលភគហ៊នុ/Share Par Value (KHR):   

តៃមលេគលភគហ៊នុរបហករ់បែហល/Par Value Equivalent (USD):  

ចនំនួភគហ៊នុមលូធន/Number of Share Capital:  

មនរបេភទភគហ៊នុេរចន/More than one class of share?: $ ែមន  $ មនិែមន 

សញជ តរិបសម់ច សហ់៊នុេរចនជងេគ/ 

Nationality of Majority Shareholders: 

 ចនំនួភគរយ/ 

Percentage: 

 

3. អសយដឋ ន/Addresses  

អសយដឋ នជកែ់សដង/ 

Physical Registered Address: 

ផទះេលខ/House No .............. ផលូ វ/Street ..........................................  
ខណឌ /រសុក/District ............................................. ឃុ/ំសងក ត/់Commune 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1!ដចូជគណន ីទផីសរ ពត័ម៌នវទិយ ។ល។ / Details of the positions of each professional employee e.g. accountant, marketing, IT etc. 
2!ឯកសរដចូជវកិយ័បរតេភលង ទកឹ ។ល។ / Please provide a telephone, utility or other bill that has been sent to your address!



................................................ ភមូ/ិVillage ....................................... 
េខតត/រកុង/City/Province .............................. របេទស/Country ............................. 
េលខកដូៃរបសណីយ/Postal Code .............................. 

អសយដឋ នសរមបទ់នំកទ់នំង/ 

Postal Registered Address: 

$ ដចូខងេល (មនិចំបចប់េំពញបែនថម)/ Same as above (no need to fill in 

details) 

$ មនិដចូ (ចរូបេំពញ) / No (please fill) 

ផទះេលខ/House No .............. ផលូ វ/Street ..........................................  
ខណឌ /រសុក/District ............................................. ឃុ/ំសងក ត/់Commune 
................................................ ភមូ/ិVillage ....................................... 
េខតត/រកុង/City/Province .............................. របេទស/Country ............................. 
េលខកដូៃរបសណីយ/Postal Code .............................. 

អ៊ែីមល៉/Contact Email (print):  

េលខទរូសព័ទ/Telephone:  
 

4 . ចំនួនបុគគលកិ/Number of Employees  

ចនំនួបគុគលកិេភទរបុស/ Male 

Employees:  

 ចនំនួបគុគលកិេភទរស/ី 

Female Employees: 

 

ចនំនួបគុគលកិែខមរ/ Cambodian 

Employees:  

 ចនំនួបគុគលកិបរេទស/ 

Foreign Employees: 

 

$ Consent:  ខញុសំមូរបកសថ ពុមំនជបេ់ទសៃពរក៍នុងកចិចករពណិជជកមម រដឋបបេវណី ឬ រពហមទណឌ  
នងិពុែំមនជមរនតរីជករ កនុងរកសងួ សថ បន័រដឋណមយួៃនរពះរជណចរកកមពុជេឡយ 
េហយពត័ម៌នទំងឡយេនកនុងពកយេសនសុ ំនងិឯកសរភជ បជ់នូគពឺតិ នងិេពញេលញ។ 

I do hereby declare that I have never been convicted for commercial, civil, or criminal conduct 

and I am not a Government official in any Government Ministry or Institution of the Kingdom of 

Cambodia and that the information in this application and any attachments is true and 

complete. 
 

5. ព័ត៌មនអនកេសនស ុ/ំAppl icant Information  

េឈម ះ/Name:  
អ៊ែីមល៉/E-mail:  
ទរូសព័ទ/Telephone:  
 

 

ឧបសមពន័ធ/Appendix: 

� ឧបសមពន័ធ ១/Appendix 1: 

ពត័ម៌នអពំអីភបិល / Director Details 

� ឧបសមពន័ធ ២/Appendix 2: 

ពត័ម៌នអពំមីច សហ់៊នុ / Shares and 

Shareholders Details 

េធវេន ................ ៃថង ......... ែខ ........... ឆន ំ ........... 
Made in ………… on ………… day of ………… year ……… 

ហតថេលខ នងិេឈម ះ / Name and Signature 

ឧបសមព័នធ ១ 



Appendix 1 
 

ព័ត៌មនអំពីអភិបល 
Director Details 

 

*  សគំល/់Notes៖ សរមបអ់ភបិលមន កស់មូេរបទរមងម់យួេដយដកេ់លខេរៀងេផសងៗគន  / Use separate form 

for each director by listing different number of each director 

ឯកសររតូវភជ ប់ជមួយទរមង់េនះ/Documents to be attached with this form: 
$ លខិតិបញជ កអ់តតសញញ ណ / Certified Evidence of1 

Identity 

$ លខិតិឯកភពពអីភបិល / Director Consent 

$ េផសងេទៀត / Other : ………………………………..…… 

……………………………………………………………………. 

……………………………………………………………………. 
 

េលខេរៀង/Listing number:  
នមរតកលូ នមកណដ ល នមខលួន (ែខមរ)៖   

Surname Middle-name Name (in Latin):  

ៃថង ែខ ឆន ំកេំណ ត/Date of Birth: 

………………………………………… 

េភទ/Gender: $ របុស/Male 

 $ រស/ីFemale 

សញញ ត/ិNationality: 

……………………………………… 

អសយដឋ នសរមបទ់នំកទ់នំង/ 

Address for Communication: 

ផទះេលខ/House No. .............. ផលូ វ/Street ..................... ខណឌ /រសុក/District 
........................... ឃុ/ំសងក ត/់Commune ................................. ភមូ/ិVillage 
....................................... េខតត/រកុង/Province/City ....................................... 
របេទស/Country .............................. េលខកដូៃរបសណីយ/Postal Code 
.......................... 

េលខទរូសព័ទ/Telephone No.:  

អ៊ែីមល៉/Contact Email (print):  

អតតសញញ ណ/Identification: 

$ អតតសញញ ណបណណែខមរ/ Khmer 

Identity Card 

$ លខិតិឆលងែដន/ Passport 

េលខ/Number: 

………………………………………… 

* េលខអតតសញញ ណបណណឬលខិតិឆលងែដន 

* Identity Card No. or Passport No. 

ៃថងផដល/់Issue Date: 

……………………………………… 

ៃថងផតុកណំត/់Expiration Date: 

……………………………………… 

$ របធនរកុមរបកឹសភបិល/Chairman of the Board of Directors 

$ Consent:  ខញ
ុ
សំមូរបកសថ ពុមំនជបេ់ទសៃពរក៍ន

ុ
ងកចិចករពណិជជកមម រដឋបបេវណី ឬ រពហមទណឌ  

នងិពុែំមនជមរនតរីជករ កនុងរកសងួ សថ បន័រដឋណមយួៃនរពះរជណចរកកមពុជេឡយ 
េហយពត័ម៌នទំងឡយេនកនុងពកយេសនសុ ំនងិឯកសរភជ បជ់នូគពឺតិ នងិេពញេលញ។ 

I do hereby declare that I have never been convicted for commercial, civil, or criminal conduct 

and I am not a Government official in any Government Ministry or Institution of the Kingdom of 

Cambodia and that the information in this application and any attachments is true and complete. 

  

ឧបសមព័នធ ២ 
Appendix 1 

 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1
 អតតសញញ ណបណ័ណឬលខិតិឆលងែដន/identity card or passport 



ព័ត៌មនអំពីមច សភ់គហ៊ុន 
Shareholder Details 

 

* សគំល/់Notes៖ សរមបអ់ភបិលមន កស់មូេរបទរមងម់យួេដយដកេ់លខេរៀងេផសងៗគន  / Use separate form 

for each shareholder by listing different number of each shareholder 

ឯកសររតូវភជ ប់ជមួយទរមង់េនះ/Documents to be attached with this form: 
$ លខិតិបញជ កអ់តតសញញ ណ / Certified Evidence of1 

Identity 

$ លខិតិរបគលស់ទិធរបសរ់កុមហ៊នុេម / Power of 

Attorney from Parent Company 

$ លខិតិរបគលស់ទិធ / Power of Attorney 

$ លកខនតកិៈរកុមហ៊នុ / Articles of Incorporation 

$ វញិញ បនបរតចះុបញជ  ី/ Certificate of Incorporation 

$ េផសងេទៀត / Other : ………………………………..…… 

……………………………………………………………………. 

……………………………………………………………………. 
 

េលខេរៀង/Listing number:  
របេភទមច សភ់គហ៊នុ/Shareholder Type: $ របូវនតបគុគល/Individual $ នតីបិគុគល/Legal entity 

ចនំនួភគហ៊នុ/Number of Shares:   
 

របូវនតបុគគល/Individual Shareholder 
នមរតកលូ នមកណដ ល នមខលួន (ែខមរ)៖   

Surname Middle-name Name (in Latin):  

ៃថង ែខ ឆន ំកេំណ ត/Date of Birth: 

………………………………………… 

េភទ/Gender: $ របុស/Male 

 $ រស/ីFemale 

សញញ ត/ិNationality: 

……………………………………… 

អសយដឋ នសរមបទ់នំកទ់នំង/ 

Address for Communication: 

ផទះេលខ/House No. .............. ផលូ វ/Street ..................... ខណឌ /រសុក/District 
........................... ឃុ/ំសងក ត/់Commune ................................. ភមូ/ិVillage 
....................................... េខតត/រកុង/Province/City ....................................... 
របេទស/Country .............................. េលខកដូៃរបសណីយ/Postal Code 
.......................... 

េលខទរូសព័ទ/Telephone No.:  

អ៊ែីមល៉/Contact Email (print):  

អតតសញញ ណ/Identification: 

$ អតតសញញ ណបណណែខមរ/ Khmer 

Identity Card 

$ លខិតិឆលងែដន/ Passport 

េលខ/Number: 

………………………………………… 

* េលខអតតសញញ ណបណណឬលខិតិឆលងែដន 

* Identity Card No. or Passport No. 

ៃថងផដល/់Issue Date: 

……………………………………… 

ៃថងផតុកណំត/់Expiration Date: 

……………………………………… 
 

នីតិបុគគល/Legal Entity 

េឈម ះរកុមហ៊នុ/Company Name:   

អតតេលខរកុមហ៊នុ/Company Number:  

អសយដឋ នទសីន កក់រ/ 

Registered Office Address: 

ផទះេលខ/House No. .............. ផលូ វ/Street ..................... ខណឌ /រសុក/District 
........................... ឃុ/ំសងក ត/់Commune ................................. ភមូ/ិVillage 
....................................... េខតត/រកុង/Province/City ....................................... 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1
 អតតសញញ ណបណ័ណឬលខិតិឆលងែដន/identity card or passport 



របេទស/Country .............................. េលខកដូៃរបសណីយ/Postal Code 
.......................... 

េឈម ះរកុមហ៊នុេម/Parent Company Name:   

អតតេលខរកុមហ៊នុេម/Parent Company Number:  

អសយដឋ នទសីន កក់រ/ 

Registered Office Address: 

ផទះេលខ/House No. .............. ផលូ វ/Street ..................... ខណឌ /រសុក/District 
........................... ឃុ/ំសងក ត/់Commune ................................. ភមូ/ិVillage 
....................................... េខតត/រកុង/Province/City ....................................... 
របេទស/Country .............................. េលខកដូៃរបសណីយ/Postal Code 
.......................... 

 



 
 
រកសងួពណិជជកមម 
Ministry of Commerce 
អគគនយកដឋ នេសវពណិជជកមម 
General Directorate of Trade Support Services 
នយកដឋ នចុះបញជពីណិជជកមម 
Department of Commercial Registration 

រពះរជណចរកកមពុជ 
KINGD0M OF CAMBODIA 
ជតិ សសន រពះមហកសរត 

NATION RELIGION KING 
!"# 

 
េលខទរមង/់Form No.: ……………………… 

 

ពកយេសនស ុចំុះបញជ រីកុមហ៊ុន 
Application for Company Registration 

សរមប់រកុមហ៊ុនបរេទស 
For Foreign Company 

 

ឯកសររតូវភជ ប់ជមួយទរមង់េនះ/Documents to be attached with this form: 
$ កមមវតថុអជវីកមម / Business Objective 

$ សកមមភពអជវីកមមចមបង / Main Business Activities 

$ ឯកសរគតយិតុតកិរចះុបញជ រីកុមហ៊នុេដម / Evidence 

of Incorporation 

$ ឯកសរគតយិតុតបិកែរបជែខមរ/អងេ៉គលស / 

Translation Evidence 

$ លកខនតកិៈបកែរប / Translation of Rules 

$ ពត័ម៌នអពំអីភបិល / Director Details 

$ ឯកសរបញជ កអ់សយដឋ ន / Proof of Address1 

$ អនសុសរណៈ/លកខនតកិៈរកុមហ៊នុ / 

Memorandum/Articles of Association  

$ វញិញ បនបរតបញជ កអ់តតភិពរកុមហ៊នុ / Certificate of 

Good Standing 

$ របេភទតរួនទេីនកនុងរកុងហ៊នុ / Employee Position 

Details2 

$ េផសងេទៀត / Other : ………………………………..…… 

……………………………………………………………………. 

……………………………………………………………………. 
 

1. ព័ត៌មនទូេទ/General Information 
េឈម ះរកុមហ៊នុែដលេសនសុ ំ(ែខមរ)៖   

Name of Proposed Company (in Latin):  

អនរុបេភទរកុមហ៊នុ/Sub-Type of Company:  

$ សខរកុមហ៊នុ/Branch Office $ ករយិលយ័តណំងពណិជជកមម/Commercial Representative Office 

អតតេលខរកុមហ៊នុេរកមយតុត ធកិរេដម/ 

Company Number in Original Jurisdiction: 

 

របេទសែដលរកុមហ៊នុេដមចះុបញជ /ី 

Country of Incorporation: 

 

ករបរេិចឆទចបេ់ផដមរបសរ់កុមហ៊នុេដម/ 

Commencement Date: 

 

 

2. ចំនួនបុគគលកិ/Number of Employees 

ចនំនួបគុគលកិេភទរបុស/ 

Male Employees: 

 ចនំនួបគុគលកិេភទរស/ី 

Female Employees: 

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1!ឯកសរដចូជវកិយ័បរតេភលង ទកឹ ។ល។ / Please provide a telephone, utility or other bill that has been sent to your address!
2!ដចូជគណន ីទផីសរ ពត័ម៌នវទិយ ។ល។ / Details of the positions of each professional employee e.g. accountant, marketing, IT etc. 



ចនំនួបគុគលកិែខមរ/ 

Cambodian Employees: 

 ចនំនួបគុគលកិបរេទស/ 

Foreign Employees: 

 

របេភទតរួនទេីនកនុងរកុងហ៊នុ៖ 
Employee Position Details: 

* សគំល៖់ ដចូជគណន ីទផីសរ 
ពត័ម៌នវទិយ ។ល។ 

* Hint: Details of the positions of each 

professional employee e.g. accountant, 

marketing, IT etc. 

 

 

3. អសយដឋ ន/Addresses 

អសយដឋ នជកែ់សដង/ 

Physical Registered Address: 

ផទះេលខ/House No. .............. ផលូ វ/Street ..................... ខណឌ /រសុក/District 
........................... ឃុ/ំសងក ត/់Commune ................................. ភមូ/ិVillage 
....................................... េខតត/រកុង/Province/City ....................................... 
របេទស/Country .............................. េលខកដូៃរបសណីយ/Postal Code 
......................... 

អសយដឋ នសរមបទ់នំកទ់នំង/ 

Postal Registered Address: 

$ ដចូខងេល (មនិចំបចប់េំពញបែនថម)/ Same as above (no need to fill 

in details) 

$ មនិដចូ (ចរូបេំពញ) / No (please fill) 

ផទះេលខ/House No. .............. ផលូ វ/Street ..................... ខណឌ /រសុក/District 
........................... ឃុ/ំសងក ត/់Commune ................................. ភមូ/ិVillage 
....................................... េខតត/រកុង/Province/City ....................................... 
របេទស/Country .............................. េលខកដូៃរបសណីយ/Postal Code 
.......................... 

អ៊ែីមល៉/Contact Email (print):  

ទរូសព័ទ/Telephone:  
 

4. ព័ត៌មនរកុមហ៊ុនេម/Parent Company Details 
េឈម ះរកុមហ៊នុេម/Parent Company Name:  

អតតេលខរកុមហ៊នុេម/Parent Company Number:  

អសយដឋ នទសីន កក់រ/ 

Registered Office Address: 

ផទះេលខ/House No. .............. ផលូ វ/Street ..................... ខណឌ /រសុក/District 
........................... ឃុ/ំសងក ត/់Commune ................................. ភមូ/ិVillage 
....................................... េខតត/រកុង/Province/City ....................................... 
របេទស/Country .............................. េលខកដូៃរបសណីយ/Postal Code 
.......................... 

កលបរេិចឆទចះុបញជ រីកុមហ៊នុេម/ 

Date of Registration: 

 របេទសែដលរកុមហ៊នុេមចះុបញជ /ី 

Country of Registration: 

 

ពត័ម៌នបែនថមៃនយតុត ធកិររបសរ់កុមហ៊នុេម/ Further 

Details of Jurisdiction of Parent Company:  

 

 

$ Consent:  ខញ
ុ
សំមូរបកសថ ពុមំនជបេ់ទសៃពរក៍ន

ុ
ងកចិចករពណិជជកមម រដឋបបេវណី ឬ រពហមទណឌ  

នងិពុែំមនជមរនតរីជករ កនុងរកសងួ សថ បន័រដឋណមយួៃនរពះរជណចរកកមពុជេឡយ 



េហយពត័ម៌នទំងឡយេនកនុងពកយេសនសុ ំនងិឯកសរភជ បជ់នូគពឺតិ នងិេពញេលញ។ 

I do hereby declare that I have never been convicted for commercial, civil, or criminal conduct 

and I am not a Government official in any Government Ministry or Institution of the Kingdom of 

Cambodia and that the information in this application and any attachments is true and complete. 
 

5. ព័ត៌មនអនកេសនស ុ/ំAppl icant Information  

េឈម ះ/Name:  
អ៊ែីមល៉/E-mail:  
ទរូសព័ទ/Telephone:  
 

 

ឧបសមពន័ធ/Appendix: 

� ឧបសមពន័ធ ១/Appendix 1: 

ពត័ម៌នអពំអីភបិល / Director Details 

េធវេន ................ ៃថង ......... ែខ ........... ឆន ំ ........... 
Made in ………… on ………… day of ………… year ……… 

ហតថេលខ នងិេឈម ះ / Name and Signature 

 

  



ឧបសមព័នធ ១ 
Appendix 1 

 
ព័ត៌មនអំពីអភិបល 

Director Details 
 

*  សគំល/់Notes៖ សរមបអ់ភបិលមន កស់មូេរបទរមងម់យួេដយដកេ់លខេរៀងេផសងៗគន  / Use separate form 

for each director by listing different number of each director 

ឯកសររតូវភជ ប់ជមួយទរមង់េនះ/Documents to be attached with this form: 
$ លខិតិបញជ កអ់តតសញញ ណ / Certified Evidence of1 

Identity 

$ លខិតិឯកភពពអីភបិល / Director Consent 

$ េផសងេទៀត / Other : ………………………………..…… 

……………………………………………………………………. 

……………………………………………………………………. 
 

េលខេរៀង/Listing number:  
នមរតកលូ នមកណដ ល នមខលួន (ែខមរ)៖   

Surname Middle-name Name (in Latin):  

ៃថង ែខ ឆន ំកេំណ ត/Date of Birth: 

………………………………………… 

េភទ/Gender: $ របុស/Male 

 $ រស/ីFemale 

សញញ ត/ិNationality: 

……………………………………… 

អសយដឋ នសរមបទ់នំកទ់នំង/ 

Address for Communication: 

ផទះេលខ/House No. .............. ផលូ វ/Street ..................... ខណឌ /រសុក/District 
........................... ឃុ/ំសងក ត/់Commune ................................. ភមូ/ិVillage 
....................................... េខតត/រកុង/Province/City ....................................... 
របេទស/Country .............................. េលខកដូៃរបសណីយ/Postal Code 
.......................... 

េលខទរូសព័ទ/Telephone No.:  

អ៊ែីមល៉/Contact Email (print):  

អតតសញញ ណ/Identification: 

$ អតតសញញ ណបណណែខមរ/ Khmer 

Identity Card 

$ លខិតិឆលងែដន/ Passport 

េលខ/Number: 

………………………………………… 

* េលខអតតសញញ ណបណណឬលខិតិឆលងែដន 

* Identity Card No. or Passport No. 

ៃថងផដល/់Issue Date: 

……………………………………… 

ៃថងផតុកណំត/់Expiration Date: 

……………………………………… 

$ របធនរកុមរបកឹសភបិល/Chairman of the Board of Directors 

$ Consent:  ខញ
ុ
សំមូរបកសថ ពុមំនជបេ់ទសៃពរក៍ន

ុ
ងកចិចករពណិជជកមម រដឋបបេវណី ឬ រពហមទណឌ  

នងិពុែំមនជមរនតរីជករ កនុងរកសងួ សថ បន័រដឋណមយួៃនរពះរជណចរកកមពុជេឡយ 
េហយពត័ម៌នទំងឡយេនកនុងពកយេសនសុ ំនងិឯកសរភជ បជ់នូគពឺតិ នងិេពញេលញ។ 

I do hereby declare that I have never been convicted for commercial, civil, or criminal conduct 

and I am not a Government official in any Government Ministry or Institution of the Kingdom of 

Cambodia and that the information in this application and any attachments is true and complete. 

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1
 អតតសញញ ណបណ័ណឬលខិតិឆលងែដន/identity card or passport 



Fees	and	Penalties	

Fee	#	 	Fee	Description	 Fee	
Amount	
in	Riels	

Penalty	
in	Riels	

Penalty	Basis	
in	Riels	

FC01	 Reserve	a	Name	 40000	 n/a	 n/a	

FC02	 Incorporate	 a	 Private	 Limited	 Company	 (using	 previously	
reserved	name)	

1680000	 n/a	 n/a	

Incorporate	a	Private	Limited	Company	(reserving	name	as	
part	of	incorporation)	

1720000	 n/a	 n/a	

FC03	 Incorporate	 a	 Public	 Limited	 Company	 (using	 previously	
reserved	name)	

1680000	 n/a	 n/a	

Incorporate	 a	Public	 Limited	Company	 (reserving	name	as	
part	of	incorporation)	

1720000	 n/a	 n/a	

FC04	 Register	 Foreign	 Company	 (using	 previously	 reserved	
name)	

1680000	 n/a	 n/a	

Register	 Foreign	 Company	 (reserving	 name	 as	 part	 of	
registration)	

1720000	 n/a	 n/a	

FC10	 Change	Company	Name	(using	previously	reserved	name)	 240000	 500000	 15	 days	 following	
Resolution	Date	

Change	Company	Name	(reserving	name	as	part	of	change	
company	name	service)	

280000	 500000	 15	 days	 following	
Resolution	Date	

FC11	 Change	Articles	of	Incorporation	 240000	 500000	 15	 days	 following	
Resolution	Date	

FC12	 Change	Registered	Office	Address	Details	 240000	 500000	 15	 days	 following	
Resolution	Date	

FC13	 Change	Director	Details	 240000	 500000	 15	 days	 following	
Resolution	Date	

FC14	 Increase	Share	Capital	 240000	 500000	 15	 days	 following	
Resolution	Date	

FC15	 Decrease	Share	Capital	 240000	 500000	 15	 days	 following	
Resolution	Date	

FC16	 Change	Shareholder	Details	 240000	 500000	 15	 days	 following	
Resolution	Date	

FC17	 Transfer	Shares	 800000	 500000	 15	 days	 following	
Resolution	Date	

FC18		 Re-Register	Public	Limited	Company	 No	fee	 n/a	 n/a	

FC19	 Re-Register	Private	Limited	Company	 No	fee	 n/a	 n/a	

FC20		 Re-Register	Foreign	Company	 No	fee	 n/a	 n/a	

FC21	 File	Notice	of	Intention	to	Liquidate	 No	fee	 n/a	 n/a	

FC22	 File	Articles	of	Dissolution	 480000	 n/a	 n/a	

FC23	 File	Court	Order	Dissolution	 480000	 n/a	 n/a	

FC24	 Lodge	Court	Order	to	Dissolve	 No	fee	 n/a	 n/a	

FC25	 File	Annual	Declaration	 80000	 1000000	 After	 3	 months	
following	 AD	 Due	
Date	

FC26	 Extend	Name	Reservation	 40000	 n/a	 n/a	

FC27	 Change	Business	Activities	 240000	 500000	 15	 days	 following	
Resolution	Date	

FC28	 File	Articles	of	Merger	 1680000	 n/a	 n/a	

FC29	 Change	Company	Type	 240000	 500000	 15	 days	 following	
Resolution	Date	

FC30	 File	Application	for	Strike	Off	 No	fee	 n/a	 n/a	

FC31	 File	Court	Order	for	Strike	Off	 No	fee	 n/a	 n/a	



I. ព័ត៌�នសហ��ស / ENTERPRISE INFORMATION

1. ពត័�៌នៃន�រេស�សំុចុះប��  ពន��រ  ី / INFORMATION FOR TAX REGISTRATION

�ក�េសស� ចុំុះប��ពីន��រ
(របបសយ័� �ប�ស)

APPLICATION FORM FOR TAX REGISTRATION

(SELF ASSESSMENT )

េលខអត�ស�� ណកម��រេពពន�

ស��ប់ម�ន�ីពន��រ / Tax official use only

ទ�មង់ ១០១ / FORM 101 Tax Identification Number (TIN)

MINISTRY OF  ECONOMY AND FINANCE 

GENERAL DEPARTMENT OF TAXATION 

2. �សយ�� នទ�ត�់រសហ��ស / HEAD OFFICE ADDRESS ី

3. �សយ�� ន�ជវកម�េ�លេដម / MAIN BUSINESS ADDRESS ី 

KINGDOM  OF CAMBODIA 

NATION     RELIGION     KING

ចុះប�� េ�ី
Registered at 

��ពន��រ
Tax Branch

�� �ំបព់ន�របស់សហ��ស
Tax year for enterprise

�បពី់
Start date

ដល់
End date

�យក�� ន�គប�់គងអ�ក�បព់ន�ធំ
Department of Large Taxpayers

េត�សយ�� ន�ជវកម�េ�លេដម �សយ�� នទ�ត�់រសហ��ស�ងេលែដរឬេទ? ី  ី ដូច
Is your main business address  as your head office address?same

ដូច
Yes

មនដូច ិ
No

េបដូច ពំុ��ំចបំ់េពញពត័�៌ន�ងេ��មេទ
If Yes, no need to fill any information below

េ�� ះសហ��ស 
Name of enterprise

េ�� ះសហ��ស�អក�រ��ងំ
Name of enterprise in Latin

�ន េប�នសូមបំេពញ េលខអត�ស�� ណកម�អចលន�ទព�
Yes     please fill property identification number (PIN)

ស��បប់ទ�កូដ/Stick bar code here!ិ

ផ�ះេលខ/អ�រ
House Nº/Building 

ផ�វូ
Street

ភូមិ
Village 

ឃុំ/ស�� ត់
Commune 

�ក�ង/�ស�ក/ខណ�
District 

េខត�/�ជ�នី
Province/City

�រេអឡក�ត�នកិ ិ
Email

�បអបសំ់បុ�ត/�បអបសំ់បុ�តេអឡក�ត�នកិ ិ
 P.O. Box / Electronic mail box

ទូរស័ព�ចល័ត
Mobile phone

ទូរស័ព�េលតុ
Office telephone

ទូរ�រ
Fax

៛

េតទ�ត�់រសហ��សេនះ�នេលខអត�ស�� ណកម�អចលន�ទព�ែដរឬេទ? ី
Does this head office address have property identification number (PIN) ?

កម�សទ�ិ ិ
Owned

 េប�ន សូមបំេពញេលខអត�ស�� ណកម�អចលន�ទព�
  If Yes, please fill property identification number (PIN)

ជួល
Rent

សូមប�� កៃ់ថ�ឈល� /១ែខួ
please state rental fee/month

េតទ�ត�់រសហ��សែដលជួលេនះ�នេលខអត�ស�� ណកម�អចលន�ទព�ែដរឬេទ? ី
Does this rental head office have property identification number (PIN) ?

េតអចលន�ទព�ែដល�ន�សយ�� ន�ងេលេនះ�កម�សទ�របស់សហ��ស�� ល់  ឬជួល? / Is the property of this above address owned by enterprise or rented?  ិ ិ

�� ន
No

�� ន
No

�ន
Yes

េបមនដូច សូមបំេពញបែន�ម�ងេ��ម ិ
If No, please fill information below

ផ�ះេលខ/អ�រ
House Nº/Building 

ផ�វូ
Street

ភូមិ
Village 

ឃុំ/ស�� ត់
Commune 

�ក�ង/�ស�ក/ខណ�
District 

េខត�/�ជ�នី
Province/City

�រេអឡក�ត�នកិ ិ
Email

�បអបសំ់បុ�ត/�បអបសំ់បុ�តេអឡក�ត�នកិ ិ
 P.O. Box / Electronic mail box

ទូរស័ព�ចល័ត
Mobile phone

ទូរស័ព�េលតុ
Office telephone

ទូរ�រ
Fax

៛

េត�សយ�� ន�ជវកមេ� �លេដមេនះ�នេលខអត�ស�� ណកម�អចលន�ទព�ែដរឬេទ?ី 
Does your main business address have property identification number (PIN) ?

កម�សទ�ិ ិ
Owned

 េប�ន សូមបំេពញេលខអត�ស�� ណកម�អចលន�ទព�
  If Yes, please fill property identification number (PIN)

ជួល
Rent

សូមប�� កៃ់ថ�ឈល� /១ែខួ
please state rental fee/month

េត�សយ�� ន�ជវកម�េ�លេដមែដលជួលេនះ�នេលខអត�ស�� ណកម�អចលន�ទព�ែដរឬេទ?ី 
Does this rental main business address have property identification number (PIN) ?

េតអចលន�ទព�ែដល�ន�សយ�� ន�ងេលេនះ�កម�សទ�របស់សហ��ស�� ល់  ឬជួល? / Is the property of this above address owned by entreprise or rented?  ិ ិ

�� ន
No

�� ន
No

�ន
Yes

�ន េប�នសូមបំេពញ េលខអត�ស�� ណកម�អចលន�ទព�
Yes     If Yes, please fill property identification number (PIN)

ទំពរ័ទី
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សហ��ស ឯកបុគ�លទទួលខុស�ត�វ�នក�មតិ

�ក�មហុ៊នឯកជនទទួលខុស�ត�វ�នក�មតិ

���ក�មហុ៊នបរេទស

�ក�មហុ៊នម�ជនទទួលខុស�ត�វ�ន ក�មតិ

សហ��សឯកបុគ�ល �រ�ល័យ តំ�ង ិ

�ក�មហុ៊នសហកម� សទ� ទូេ�ិ ិ

អង��រេ��រ�� ភ�លិ �ក�មហុ៊ន ច�ម�ះ

�ទង�់�យដៃទេទ�ត សូមប�� ក់

5. �ទង�់�យសហ��ស / FORMS OF BUSINESS

Single member private limited company

Private limited company 

Foreign company’s branch

�ក�មហុ៊នសហកម�សទ�ទទួលខុស�ត�វ�នក�មតិ ិ ិ
Limited partnershipPublic limited company 

Sole proprietorship Representative office

សហ ��សរដ�

សហ ��ស��រណៈ

State owned company

Public companyNon governmental organization Joint venture company

Partnership 

Other  forms of business  Please specify

6. សកម��ព�ជវកម � / BUSINESS ACTIVITIESី

4. ឯក�រចុះប�� េចញេ�យ�កសួង�ណជ�កម� ឬ�កសួង �� បន័�កព់ន័� / DOCUMENTS ISSUED BY MINISTRY OF COMMERCE OR  OTHER MINISTRIES/ INSTITUTIONSី ិ

េលខចុះប�� ី
Registration Nº

េ�� ះ�� បន័
Name of institution

�លបរេច�ទិ
Date of registration

សកម��ព�ជវកម�ចម�ងី
Main business activities

សកម��ព�ជវកម�ប�� បប់ន� ំី
Additional business activities

8. ពត័�៌នអំពគណនធ��រ / BANK ACCOUNT INFORMATION ី ី

េលខគណនី
Account number

េ�� ះធ��រ
Name of bank

េ�� ះគណនី
Account name

េតេ�កអ�ក�ន ពត័�៌ន ស�ពគណនធ��រេលសពមយួឬេទ? ី ី ី  ី
Do you have other bank account information?

�� ន
No

�ន
Yes

េប�ន សូមបំេពញពត័�៌នបែន�មេ� ទ�មង ់១០១-A
If Yes, please fill additional information in form 101-A 

11. �� កយេ� / �� កផ�យ�ណជ�កម� / COMPANY SIGNS / BUSINESS BILLBOARDSី ិ

េតសហ��សេ�កអ�ក�នេលក�� កយេ�ឬេ�?  ី
Does your enterprise tag with business sign/billboard?

�� ន
No

�ន
Yes

េប�ន សូមបំេពញេ�� ះ�� កយេ��ងេ��ម ី
If Yes,       Please fill business sign/billboard below

10. ពន��ប�ប�់�  / REGISTRATION TAX

៛ខ�ំ�ទ / �ងខ�ំេស�សំុ�ប�សបងព់ន��ប�ប�់�េលលក�ន�កៈ�ក�មហុ៊ន  ិុ ុ
I apply for paying registration tax with amount of

9. ពន��៉តង ់/ PATENT TAX

ខ�ំ�ទ / �ងខ�ំេស�សំុ�ប�សបងព់ន��៉តង�់ប��ំ� ំុ ុ
I apply for patent tax payment for the year of 

៛��កព់ន��៉តងក់�ង ១សកម��ពុ
Amount of patent tax per business activity

ចំនួនសកម��ព�ជវកម�ី
Numbers of business activities

៛

ទំពរ័ទី
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ទក��កព់ន��៉តងស់របុចំនួនឹ
Total amount of patent tax

7. ពត័�៌នស�ពនេ�ជត / EMPLOYEE INFORMATIONិី ី ិ

ចំនួននេ�ជតិិ
Number of employees

��កែ់ខសរបុ
Total salary

សកម��ព�ជវកម�ចម�ង���អងេ់គ�សី
Main business activities in English

សកម��ព�ជវកម�ប�� បប់ន��ំ��អងេ់គ�សី
Additional business activities in English
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II. ព័ត៌�ន�� ស�់គហុន៊ / SHAREHOLDER’S INFORMATION 

1. ពត័�៌នស�ព�� ស់�គហុ៊ន /SHAREHOLDER’S INFORMATION ី ី

ស��បរ់បូវន�បុគ�ល / PHYSICAL PERSON

េ�� ះ
Name

េ�� ះ�អក�រ��ងំ
Name in Latin

តួ�ទី
Position 

%�គរយៃនហុ៊ន
Percentage of share

េលខអត�ស�� ណបណ័�
Identification card number

េលខលខតឆ�ងែដនិ ិ
Passport number

ស��បន់តបុគ�ល / LEGAL PERSONី ិ

%

េ�� ះ�ក�មហុ៊ន
Name  of company

េ�� ះ�ក�មហុ៊ន�អក�រ��ងំ
Name of company in Latin

េលខអត�ស�� ណកម��រេពពន�
Tax identification number (TIN)

�គរយៃនហុ៊ន
Percentage of share

3. ពត័�៌នស�ពអ�កតំ�ងនតបុគ�ល / COMPANY REPRESENTATIVE INFORMATION  FOR LEGAL PERSONី ី ី ិ

េ�� ះ
Name

េ�� ះ�អក�រ��ងំ
Name in Latin

តួ�ទី
Position 

��កេ់ប�វត�ឬ កៃ�ម
Salary/Fee

៛/ ែខ

េលខអត�ស�� ណបណ័�
Identification card number

េលខលខតឆ�ងែដនិ ិ
Passport number

របូថត�� ស់�គហុ៊ន

Shareholder’s Photo

4
5
m

m

35mm

ផ�ះេលខ/អ�រ
House Nº/Building 

ផ�វូ
Street

ភូមិ
Village 

ឃុំ/ស�� ត់
Commune 

�ក�ង/�ស�ក/ខណ�
District 

េខត�/�ជ�នី
Province/City

�រេអឡក�ត�នកិ ិ
Email

�បអបសំ់បុ�ត/�បអបសំ់បុ�តេអឡក�ត�នកិ ិ
 P.O. Box / Electronic mail box

ទូរស័ព�ចល័ត
Mobile phone

ទូរស័ព�េលតុ
Office telephone

ទូរ�រ
Fax

៛

េត�សយ�� ន�ងេលេនះ�នេលខអត�ស�� ណកម�អចលន�ទព�ែដរឬេទ? 
Does this above address have property identification number (PIN) ?

កម�សទ�ិ ិ
Owned

 េប�ន សូមបំេពញេលខអត�ស�� ណកម�អចលន�ទព�
  If Yes, please fill property identification number (PIN)

ជួល
Rent

សូមប�� កៃ់ថ�ឈល� /១ែខួ
please state rental fee/month

េត�សយ�� នែដលជួលេនះ�នេលខអត�ស�� ណកម�អចលន�ទព�ែដរឬេទ?
Does this rental address have property identification number (PIN) ?

េតអចលន�ទព�ែដល�ន�សយ�� ន�ងេល�កម�សទ�របស់អ�កតំ�ង�� ល់  ឬជួល? / Is the property of this above address owned by representative or rented?  ិ ិ

�� ន
No

�� ន
No

�ន
Yes

�ន េប�ន សូមបំេពញ េលខអត�ស�� ណកម�អចលន�ទព�
Yes     If Yes, please fill property identification number (PIN)

េតសហ��សរបស់េ�កអ�ក�ន�� ស់�គហុ៊នេលសពមយួឬេទ?  ី
Does your enterprise have more than one shareholder ?

�� ន
No

�ន
Yes

េប�ន សូមបំេពញពត័�៌នបែន�មេ� ទ�មង ់១០១-B
If Yes, please fill additional information in form 101-B 

�ន េប�នសូមបំេពញ េលខអត�ស�� ណកម�អចលន�ទព�
Yes     If Yes, please fill property identification number (PIN)

2. �សយ�� ន�� ស់�គហុ៊ន / SHAREHOLDER’S  ADDRESS 

របូវន�បុគ�ល / PHYSICAL PERSON នតបុគ�ល / LEGAL PERSONី ិ

ផ�ះេលខ/អ�រ
House Nº/Building 

ផ�វូ
Street

ភូមិ
Village 

ឃុំ/ស�� ត់
Commune 

�ក�ង/�ស�ក/ខណ�
District 

េខត�/�ជ�នី
Province/City

�រេអឡក�ត�នកិ ិ
Email

�បអបសំ់បុ�ត/�បអបសំ់បុ�តេអឡក�ត�នកិ ិ
 P.O. Box / Electronic mail box

ទូរស័ព�ចល័ត
Mobile phone

ទូរស័ព�េលតុ
Office telephone

ទូរ�រ
Fax

៛

េត�សយ�� ន�ងេលេនះ�នេលខអត�ស�� ណកម�អចលន�ទព�ែដរឬេទ? 
Does this above address have property identification number (PIN) ?

កម�សទ�ិ ិ
Owned

 េប�ន សូមបំេពញេលខអត�ស�� ណកម�អចលន�ទព�
  If Yes, please fill property identification number (PIN)

ជួល
Rent

សូមប�� កៃ់ថ�ឈល� /១ែខួ
please state rental fee/month

េត�សយ�� នែដលជួលេនះ�នេលខអត�ស�� ណកម�អចលន�ទព�ែដរឬេទ?
Does this rental address have property identification number (PIN)?

េតអចលន�ទព�ែដល�ន�សយ�� ន�ងេលេនះ�កម�សទ�របស់�� ស់�គហុ៊ន�� ល់  ឬជួល? / Is the property of this above address owned by shareholder or rented?  ិ ិ

�� ន
No

�� ន
No

�ន
Yes

សូមេ�ជសេរស  Please choose

ទំពរ័ទី
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ស�� តិ
Nationality

ស�� តិ
Nationality

ៃថ�ែខ�� កំំេណត
Date of birth

ៃថ�ែខ�� កំំេណត
Date of birth
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ំ1. �លបរេច�ទេធ��រផ�តផ់�ងទំ់នញឬេស�ដបូង ិ  ិ

A

B

C

D

IV. �រ �៉ន់�� នផលរបរ / ESTIMATION OF TURNOVER 

Date of first supplies   of goods or services 

The last 3 months

Turnover of supplies of goods or services in

ផលរបរៃន�រផ�តផ់�ងទំ់នញឬេស�ក�ងរយៈេពល ៖ិ ុ

៣ ែខកន�ងមក

១២ ែខកន�ងមក
The last 12 months

The next 3 months

៣ ែខ�ងមុខ

១២ ែខ�ងមុខ
The next 12 months

�៉ន�់� នផលរបរៃន�រផ�តផ់�ងទំ់នញឬេស�ក�ងរយៈេពល ៖ិ ុ
Anticipated turnover of supplies of goods or services in

ខ�ំ�ទ/�ងខ�ំ សូម��� �ល់ឯក�រ នងពត័�៌ន ែដល�នបំេពញ �ងេល  នង�� បេ់�ក�ង�ក� េស�សំុេនះ ពត� �តម�ត�វ។ិ  ិ  ិ ឹុ ុ ុ

េសចក��ប�ស / DECLARATIONី

I declare that the information provided in this application including all attachments is true and correct.

ហត�េល�នង��ិ

េ�� ះ

�លបរេច�ទិ

Signature and stamp

Name

Date

III. ព័ត៌�នសពី� ី��សហ��ស / COMPANY BRANCH INFORMATION

1. �� / BRANCHES

េ�� ះ
Name

េ�� ះ�អក�រ��ងំ
Name in Latin

សកម��ព�ជវកម�ី
Business activities

េតេ�កអ�ក�ន �� ឬ�� ងំស�កទំនញ េលសពមយួឬេទ? ិ  ីុ
Do you have other company branches or warehouse ?

�� ន
No

�ន
Yes

េប�ន សូមបំេពញពត័�៌នបែន�មេ� ទ�មង ់១០១-C
If Yes, please fill additional information in form 101-C 

េ�� ះអ�ក�គប�់គង���អក�រ��ងំ
Name of branch manager in Latin

េ�� ះអ�ក�គប�់គង��
Name of branch manager

េតសហ��សរបស់េ�កអ�ក�ន��ែដរឬេទ?
Does your enterprise have any branches?

�� ន
No

�ន
Yes

េប�នសូមបំេពញបែន�ម�ងេ��ម
If Yes, please fill below

ផ�ះេលខ/អ�រ
House Nº/Building 

ផ�វូ
Street

ភូមិ
Village 

ឃុំ/ស�� ត់
Commune 

�ក�ង/�ស�ក/ខណ�
District 

េខត�/�ជ�នី
Province/City

�រេអឡក�ត�នកិ ិ
Email

�បអបសំ់បុ�ត/�បអបសំ់បុ�តេអឡក�ត�នកិ ិ
 P.O. Box / Electronic  mail box

ទូរស័ព�ចល័ត
Mobile phone

ទូរស័ព�េលតុ
Office telephone

ទូរ�រ
Fax

៛

េត�សយ�� ន�ងេលេនះ�នេលខអត�ស�� ណកម�អចលន�ទព�ែដរឬេទ? 
Does this above address have property identification number (PIN) ?

កម�សទ�ិ ិ
Owned

 េប�ន សូមបំេពញេលខអត�ស�� ណកម�អចលន�ទព�
  If Yes, please fill property identification number (PIN)

ជួល
Rent

សូមប�� កៃ់ថ�ឈល� /១ែខួ
please state rental fee/month

េត�សយ�� នែដលជួលេនះ�នេលខអត�ស�� ណកម�អចលន�ទព�ែដរឬេទ?
Does this rental address have property identification number (PIN) ?

េតអចលន�ទព�ែដល�ន�សយ�� ន�ងេល�កម�សទ�របស់��សហ��ស  ឬជួល? / Is the property of this above address owned by company or rented?  ិ ិ

�� ន
No

�� ន
No

�ន
Yes

�ន េប�ន សូមបំេពញ េលខអត�ស�� ណកម�អចលន�ទព�
Yes     If Yes, please fill property identification number (PIN)

តួ�ទី
Position

េលខទូរស័ព�
Telephone Nº

ទំពរ័ទី
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បណ័� កម�សទ��ន�់បទ់�ងំ ឬកច�សន�ជួលទ�ងំ�បកប�ជវកម� ីិ ិ ី ិ ី

លខតប�� ក�់របង�់�កព់ន�េលអចលន�ទព� ឬពត័�៌នអចលន�ទព� (�បសនេប�ន)ិ ិ  ិ 

 វ�� បនប�តចុះប�� របស់គណៈក�� ធ�រវនេ�គកម�� ឬគណៈក�� ធ�រតំបនេ់សដ�កច�ពេសស    កម�� ិ ិី ិ ិ ិ ិ ិុ ុ

ឬអនុគណៈក�� ធ�រវនេ�គ�ជ�ន-េខត� (ស��បគ់េ��ងវនេ�គ�នលក�ណៈ សម�ត�  �គប�់�ន )់ិ ិិ ិ ី ិ ិ

��� បណ័� ែដលេចញេ�យ�កសួង �� បន័ �នសមត�កច� (�បសនេប�ន)ិ ិ 

សណំុំឯក�រ�� ប់ ATTACHMENT CHECK-LIST

លខតប�� ក�់រចុះប�� ែដលេចញេ�យ�កសួង�ណជ�កម� ឬ�កសួង �� បន័�កព់ន័�ិ ិ ី ិ

លក�ន�កៈ�ក�មហុ៊ន (សហ��សនតបុគ�ល)ិ ី ិ

លខតប�� ក�់រតម�ល់េដមទុនចុះប�� េ�ធ��រិ ិ ី

អត�ស�� ណបណ័� ស�� តែខ�រ ឬលខតឆ�ងែដនិ ិ ិ

េស�វេ��គ��រ ឬេស�វេ��� កេ់� 

របូថតបច�ប�ន�ែដល�នទំហំ ៣៥ X៤៥ មលែម�៉ត ចំនួន ០១សន�ក របស់អភ�ល �� ស់�គហុ៊ន ប�� ធ�រ ី ី ឹ ិ ិុ

អ�កតំ�ង ែដល�ន�រប�� កេ់�� ះ�� ស់របូថត នងចុះហត�េល�ទទួលខុស�ត�វេ�យ�ប�ន�ក�ម�បក�ភ�ល ិ ឹ ិ

Documents issued by ministry of commerce or other ministries/ institutions

Company’s memorandum and articles of association

Bank certified letter of capital deposit

Cambodian identification card  or passport

Family record book or residence book

A current photo with size 35 x 45 mm  of board of directors, shareholders or representatives certified by chairperson of board of directors 

Certificate of title or location rental contract

Property tax return or invoices ( If any)

Letter issued by competent ministries or institutions (if any)

Certificate issued by Cambodia investment board or special economic zone board or sub-commitee on investment of the provinces-municipalities
(Qualified Investment Projects) QIP

ហត�េល�នង��ិ

េ�� ះ

�លបរេច�ទិ

Signature and stamp

Name

Date

តួ�ទី
Position

េលខទូរស័ព�
Telephone Nº

ច�បេ់ដម

ច�បេ់ដម

ច�បថ់តចម�ង

ច�បថ់តចម�ង

លខតប�� ក�់រ�� កេ់� ែដលេចញេ�យ��� ធរ�នសមត�កច� (ស��បជ់នបរេទស)ិ ិ ិ
Residency letters issued by local authority

ច�បថ់តចម�ង

ច�បេ់ដម

ច�បេ់ដម

Original 

Original 

Certified copy

Certified copy

Certified copy

Original

Original

ច�បថ់តចម�ង
Certified copy

ច�បថ់តចម�ង
Certified copy

ច�បថ់តចម�ង
Certified copy

ស�� ល់៖ ចំេ�ះសំណំុឯក�រ�� ប�់ងំអស់ែដល�ច�បថ់តចម�ង�ត�វ�ន�រប�� កព់ម�ន�ពន��រ�នសមត�កច� ឬព �កសួង �� បន័ �កព់ន័�។ី ី ិ ី

1-

2-

3-

4-

5-

6-

7-

8-

9-

10-

11-

Note: All copied documents attached must be certified by tax official in charge or by other ministries/ institutions.

ទំពរ័ទី
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ស��ប់ម�ន�ីពន��រ TAX OFFICIAL USE ONLY

�នពនត� េផ��ង�� តឯ់ក�រ�� ប�់តម�ត�វ នង�គបចំ់នួនិ ិ ឹ ិ

�នែស�ន��មៃដ នងថតរបូ �ប�ន�ក�ម�បក�ភ�ល ិ ឹ ិ

ឬ�� ស់សហ��ស ឬ�ប�នអង��រ 

Checked and verified all documents attached

Chairperson of the board of directors, enterprise owners or director of organization’s

fingers scanned and photo sessions

3- ��កព់ន�ែដល�ត�វបង់

��កព់ន��៉តង់

��កព់ន��ប�ប�់�េលលក�ន�កៈ�ក�មហុ៊ន ិ

Tax to be paid

Patent tax amount

Amount of registration tax 

��កព់នយ័ នង�រ��ក់ិ ិ

+

+

៛

៛

៛

៛

េត�ប�ន�ក�ម�បក�ភ�ល អភ�ល កម�សទ�ករ ឬ�� ស់�គហុ៊ន នង ឹ ិ ិ ិ ិ ិ

អ�កតំ�ងែដលចុះប��ថ�េនះ�នបំណុលពន��រែដរឬេទ?ីី
Do/does chairperson of the board of directors, owners or shareholders and representatives

of this new registered enterprise have tax arrears?

�� ន
No

�ន េប�នសូមបំេពញពត័�៌ន�ងេ��ម
Yes     If Yes, please fill information below

េ�� ះអ�ក�នបំណុល េ�� ះ�ក�មហុ៊ន ទក��កបំ់ណុលឹ

៛

Name of enterprise Amount Name 

ហត�េល� 

េ�� ះម�ន�ទទួលបន�កបំណុលី ុ

�លបរេច�ទិ

Signature 

Date

េលខស�� ល់ម�ន�ី

ទក��កព់ន�សរបុ�នទទួលឹ
Total amount received

Bank account number

៛

៛

ស�� ល់៖ �បសនេប�ប�ន�ក�ម�បក�ភ�ល កម�សទ�ករ  ឬ�� ស់�គហុ៊ន នងអ�កតំ�ងិ  ឹ ិ ិ ិ ិ

�នពត័�៌នបំណុលេ�ចន�ងេនះសូមបំេពញពត័�៌នក�ងឯក�រេផ�ងបែន�ម។ ុ

1. េតសហ��សេនះចុះប�� េ�យស័��គចត�ឬេ�យឯកេ��គ? ី ិ ី
ស័��គចត�ិ ឯកេ��គី

2. េតសហ��សេនះេស�សំុចុះប��មុនេពលេធ��រផ�តផ់�ងទំ់នញឬេស�?    ី  ិ

 Does this enterprise apply for voluntary or unilateral registration? Voluntary

Does this enterprise applying for registration prior to make supplies of goods and services?

�ទ/�ស េទ
Yes No

4-

5-

6-

6-1

6-2

6-3
Amount of penalties and interest

Registration fees

=

េ�បល់េផ�ងៗ

ហត�េល� 

�លបរេច�ទិ

Signature 

Date

េ�បល់េផ�ងៗ

េ�� ះម�ន�េផ��ង�� ត់ី

េលខស�� ល់ម�ន�ី
ទំពរ័ទី

Page 6

េលខគណនធ��រ�ត�វបងចូ់លី
Account number

Bank account number
េ�� ះធ��រ
Bank name

Bank account number
េលខ�បតបត��របង�់�ក/់វក�យប�តទទួល��ក់ិិ ិ
Payment transaction / invoice number

៛ទក��ក�់នទទួលឹ
Total amount received

Bank account number
េលខគណនធ��រ�ត�វបងចូ់លី
Account number

Bank account number
េ�� ះធ��រ
Bank name

Bank account number
េលខ�បតបត��របង�់�ក/់វក�យប�តទទួល��ក់ិិ ិ
Payment transaction / invoice number

កៃ�មេស�ចុះប�� ី7-

Comments

Comments

Tax official in charge

ID number

ID number

Verifying official 

Unilateral 

Update fees
កៃ�មេស�េធ�បច�ប�ន��ព ុ

ហត�េល� 

េ�� ះម�ន�ទទួលបន�កី ុ

�លបរេច�ទិ

Signature 

Date

េ�បល់េផ�ងៗ
Comments

Tax official in charge

េលខស�� ល់ម�ន�ី
ID number
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ទ�មង ់១០១-A / FORM 101-A

ព័ត៌�នអំពីគណនីធ��រ

ADDITIONAL BANK ACCOUNT INFORMATION

ទ�មង់ ១០១-A / FORM 101-A

2. ពត័�៌នអំពគណនធ��រ / BANK ACCOUNT INFORMATION ី ី

េលខគណនី
Account number

េ�� ះធ��រ
Name of bank

េ�� ះគណនី
Account name

គណនរបស់សហ��ស ីសូមេ�ជសេរស 
Please choose

Enterprise Bank Account គណនរបស់��/�� ងំ ី Branches/warehouse Bank Account

3. ពត័�៌នអំពគណនធ��រ / BANK ACCOUNT INFORMATION ី ី

េលខគណនី
Account number

េ�� ះធ��រ
Name of bank

េ�� ះគណនី
Account name

គណនរបស់សហ��ស ីសូមេ�ជសេរស 
Please choose

Enterprise Bank Account គណនរបស់��/�� ងំ ី Branches/warehouse Bank Account

4. ពត័�៌នអំពគណនធ��រ / BANK ACCOUNT INFORMATION ី ី

េលខគណនី
Account number

េ�� ះធ��រ
Name of bank

េ�� ះគណនី
Account name

គណនរបស់សហ��ស ីសូមេ�ជសេរស 
Please choose

Enterprise Bank Account គណនរបស់��/�� ងំ ី Branches/warehouse Bank Account

5. ពត័�៌នអំពគណនធ��រ / BANK ACCOUNT INFORMATION ី ី

េលខគណនី
Account number

េ�� ះធ��រ
Name of bank

េ�� ះគណនី
Account name

គណនរបស់សហ��ស ីសូមេ�ជសេរស 
Please choose

Enterprise Bank Account គណនរបស់��/�� ងំ ី Branches/warehouse Bank Account

6. ពត័�៌នអំពគណនធ��រ / BANK ACCOUNT INFORMATION ី ី

េលខគណនី
Account number

េ�� ះធ��រ
Name of bank

េ�� ះគណនី
Account name

គណនរបស់សហ��ស ីសូមេ�ជសេរស 
Please choose

Enterprise Bank Account គណនរបស់��/�� ងំ ី Branches/warehouse Bank Account

េលខអត�ស�� ណកម��រេពពន�

ស��ប់ម�ន�ីពន��រ / Tax official use only

Tax Identification Number (TIN)

េ�� ះសហ��សName of Enterprise

7. ពត័�៌នអំពគណនធ��រ / BANK ACCOUNT INFORMATION ី ី

េលខគណនី
Account number

េ�� ះធ��រ
Name of bank

េ�� ះគណនី
Account name

គណនរបស់សហ��ស ីសូមេ�ជសេរស 
Please choose

Enterprise Bank Account គណនរបស់��/�� ងំ ី Branches/warehouse Bank Account



ទ�មង់ ១០១-B / FORM 101-B ព័ត៌�នបែន�មរបស�់� ស�់គហុន៊

 ADDITIONAL INFORMATION FOR SHAREHOLDERS

II. ព័ត៌�ន�� ស�់គហុន៊ / SHAREHOLDER’S INFORMATION 

េលខអត�ស�� ណកម��រេពពន�

ស��ប់ម�ន�ីពន��រ / Tax official use only

Tax Identification Number (TIN)

េ�� ះសហ��ស Name of Enterprise

1. ពត័�៌នស�ព�� ស់�គហុ៊ន /SHAREHOLDER’S INFORMATION ី ី

ស��បរ់បូវន�បុគ�ល / PHYSICAL PERSON

េ�� ះ
Name

េ�� ះ�អក�រ��ងំ
Name in Latin

ស��បន់តបុគ�ល / LEGAL PERSONី ិ

%

េ�� ះ�ក�មហុ៊ន
Name  of company

េ�� ះ�ក�មហុ៊ន�អក�រ��ងំ
Name of company in Latin

េលខអត�ស�� ណកម��រេពពន�
Tax identification number (TIN)

�គរយៃនហុ៊ន
Percentage of share

3. ពត័�៌នស�ពអ�កតំ�ងនតបុគ�ល / COMPANY REPRESENTATIVE INFORMATION FOR LEGAL PERSONី ី ី ិ

របូថត�� ស់�គហុ៊ន

Shareholder’s Photo

4
5
m

m

35mm

2. �សយ�� ន�� ស់�គហុ៊ន / SHAREHOLDER’S  ADDRESS 

សូមបំេពញ�� ស់�គហុ៊នទី

�ន េប�នសូមបំេពញ េលខអត�ស�� ណកម�អចលន�ទព�
Yes     If Yes, please fill property identification number (PIN)

របូវន�បុគ�ល / PHYSICAL PERSON នតបុគ�ល / LEGAL PERSONី ិ

ផ�ះេលខ/អ�រ
House Nº/Building 

ផ�វូ
Street

ភូមិ
Village 

ឃុំ/ស�� ត់
Commune 

�ក�ង/�ស�ក/ខណ�
District 

េខត�/�ជ�នី
Province/City

�រេអឡក�ត�នកិ ិ
Email

�បអបសំ់បុ�ត/�បអបសំ់បុ�តេអឡក�ត�នកិ ិ
 P.O. Box / Electronic mail box

ទូរស័ព�ចល័ត
Mobile phone

ទូរស័ព�េលតុ
Office telephone

ទូរ�រ
Fax

៛

េត�សយ�� ន�ងេលេនះ�នេលខអត�ស�� ណកម�អចលន�ទព�ែដរឬេទ? 
Does this above address have property identification number (PIN) ?

កម�សទ�ិ ិ
Owned

 េប�ន សូមបំេពញេលខអត�ស�� ណកម�អចលន�ទព�
  If Yes, please fill property identification number (PIN)

ជួល
Rent

សូមប�� កៃ់ថ�ឈល� /១ែខួ
please state rental fee/month

េត�សយ�� នែដលជួលេនះ�នេលខអត�ស�� ណកម�អចលន�ទព�ែដរឬេទ?
Does this rental address have property identification number (PIN) ?

េតអចលន�ទព�ែដល�ន�សយ�� ន�ងេលេនះ�កម�សទ�របស់�� ស់�គហុ៊ន�� ល់  ឬជួល? / Is the property of this above address owned by shareholder or rented?  ិ ិ

�� ន
No

�� ន
No

�ន
Yes

សូមេ�ជសេរស  Please choose

េ�� ះ
Name

េ�� ះ�អក�រ��ងំ
Name in Latin

តួ�ទី
Position 

��កេ់ប�វត�ឬ កៃ�ម
Salary/Fee

៛/ ែខ

េលខអត�ស�� ណបណ័�
Identification card number

េលខលខតឆ�ងែដនិ ិ
Passport number

ផ�ះេលខ/អ�រ
House Nº/Building 

ផ�វូ
Street

ភូមិ
Village 

ឃុំ/ស�� ត់
Commune 

�ក�ង/�ស�ក/ខណ�
District 

េខត�/�ជ�នី
Province/City

�រេអឡក�ត�នកិ ិ
Email

�បអបសំ់បុ�ត/�បអបសំ់បុ�តេអឡក�ត�នកិ ិ
 P.O. Box / Electronic mail box

ទូរស័ព�ចល័ត
Mobile phone

ទូរស័ព�េលតុ
Office telephone

ទូរ�រ
Fax

៛

េត�សយ�� ន�ងេលេនះ�នេលខអត�ស�� ណកម�អចលន�ទព�ែដរឬេទ? 
Does this above address have property identification number (PIN) ?

កម�សទ�ិ ិ
Owned

 េប�ន សូមបំេពញេលខអត�ស�� ណកម�អចលន�ទព�
  If Yes, please fill property identification number (PIN)

ជួល
Rent

សូមប�� កៃ់ថ�ឈល� /១ែខួ
please state rental fee/month

េត�សយ�� នែដលជួលេនះ�នេលខអត�ស�� ណកម�អចលន�ទព�ែដរឬេទ?
Does this rental address have property identification number (PIN) ?

េតអចលន�ទព�ែដល�ន�សយ�� ន�ងេល�កម�សទ�របស់អ�កតំ�ង�� ល់  ឬជួល? / Is the property of this above address owned by representative or rented?  ិ ិ

�� ន
No

�� ន
No

�ន
Yes

�ន េប�ន សូមបំេពញ េលខអត�ស�� ណកម�អចលន�ទព�
Yes     If Yes, please fill property identification number (PIN)

តួ�ទី
Position 

%�គរយៃនហុ៊ន
Percentage of share

េលខអត�ស�� ណបណ័�
Identification card number

េលខលខតឆ�ងែដនិ ិ
Passport number

ស�� តិ
Nationality

ៃថ�ែខ�� កំំេណត
Date of birth

ស�� តិ
Nationality

ៃថ�ែខ�� កំំេណត
Date of birth
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��របស់សហ��ស / COMPANY BRANCH

េ�� ះ��ឬ�� ងំ
Name of branch or warehouse

េ�� ះ��ឬ�� ងំ�អក�រ��ងំ
Name of branch or warehouse in Latin

សកម��ព�ជវកម�ី
Business activities

េ�� ះអ�ក�គប�់គង���អក�រ��ងំ
Name of branch or warehouse manager in Latin

េ�� ះអ�ក�គប�់គង��ឬ�� ងំ
Name of branch or warehouse manager

ផ�ះេលខ/អ�រ
House Nº/Building 

ផ�វូ
Street

ភូមិ
Village 

ឃុំ/ស�� ត់
Commune 

�ក�ង/�ស�ក/ខណ�
District 

េខត�/�ជ�នី
Province/City

�រេអឡក�ត�នកិ ិ
Email

�បអបសំ់បុ�ត/�បអបសំ់បុ�តេអឡក�ត�នកិ ិ
 P.O. Box / Electronic mail box

ទូរស័ព�ចល័ត
Mobile phone

ទូរស័ព�េលតុ
Office telephone

ទូរ�រ
Fax

៛

េត�សយ�� ន�ងេលេនះ�នេលខអត�ស�� ណកម�អចលន�ទព�ែដរឬេទ? 
Does this above address have property identification number (PIN) ?

កម�សទ�ិ ិ
Owned

 េប�ន សូមបំេពញេលខអត�ស�� ណកម�អចលន�ទព�
  If Yes, please fill property identification number (PIN)

ជួល
Rent

សូមប�� កៃ់ថ�ឈល� /១ែខួ
please state rental fee/month

េត�សយ�� នែដលជួលេនះ�នេលខអត�ស�� ណកម�អចលន�ទព�ែដរឬេទ?
Does this rental address have property identification number (PIN) ?

េតអចលន�ទព�ែដល�ន�សយ�� ន�ងេល�កម�សទ�របស់��សហ��ស  ឬជួល? / Is the property of this above address owned by company branches or rented?  ិ ិ

�� ន
No

�� ន
No

�ន
Yes

�ន េប�ន សូមបំេពញ េលខអត�ស�� ណកម�អចលន�ទព�
Yes     If Yes, please fill property identification number (PIN)

�� ងំរបស់សហ��ស / COMPANY WAREHOUSE

�ក�េសស� ចុំុះប���ី�សហ��ស

ឬ�� ងំទំនិញ

APPLICATION FORM FOR TAX REGISTRATION

FOR COMPANY BRANCH OR WAREHOUSE

េលខអត�ស�� ណកម��រេពពន�

ស��ប់ម�ន�ីពន��រ / Tax official use only

ទ�មង់ ១០១-CB / FORM 101-CB Tax Identification Number (TIN)

MINISTRY OF  ECONOMY AND FINANCE 

GENERAL DEPARTMENT OF TAXATION 

KINGDOM  OF CAMBODIA 

NATION     RELIGION     KING

ស��បប់ទ�កូដ/Stick bar code here!ិ

1- ខ�ំ�ទ / �ងខ�ំេស�សំុចុះប��  I apply for the registration of ីុ ុ

2. ពន��៉តង ់/ PATENT TAX 

ខ�ំ�ទ / �ងខ�ំេស�សំុ�ប�សបងព់ន��៉តង�់ប��ំ� ំុ ុ
I apply for patent tax payment for the year of 

៛ទក��កព់ន��៉តងស់របុចំនួនឹ
Total amount of patent tax 

ចំនួនសកម��ព�ជវកម�ី
Numbers of business activities

៛

  4. �� កយេ� / �� កផ�យ�ណជ�កម� / COMPANY SIGNS / BUSINESS BILLBOARDSី ិ

េតសហ��សេ�កអ�ក�នេលក�� កយេ�ឬេ�?  ី
Does your enterprise tag with business sign/billboard?

�� ន
No

�ន
Yes

េប�ន សូមបំេពញេ�� ះ�� កយេ�បែន�ម�ងេ��ម ី
If Yes,       Please fill below

ទំពរ័ទី
Page 1

សកម��ពខុស��

��ឬ�� ងំថ�ី
New branch or warehouse

Different activities
េខត�/�ក�ងខុស��

Different Province/City
+

�ត�វបងព់ន��៉តង់
Pay patent tax

សកម��ពខុស��

��ឬ�� ងំថ�ី

New branch or warehouse

Different activities
េខត�/�ក�ងែតមយួ

Same Province/City
+

�ត�វបងព់ន��៉តង់
Pay patent tax

សកម��ពដូច��

��ឬ�� ងំថ�ី

New branch or warehouse

Same activities
េខត�/�ក�ងែតមយួ

Same Province/City
+

មន�ត�វ�របងព់ន��៉តង់ិ
No need to pay patent tax

សូមេ�ជសេរសសកម��ពនងទ�ងំរបស់��ឬ�� ងំថ�របស់សហ��ស�ងេ��ម៖ ី ិ ី
Please choose the activities and locations of new branch or warehouse as follows:

��កព់ន��៉តងក់�ង ១សកម��ពុ
Amount of patent tax per business activity

សកម��ពដូច��

��ឬ�� ងំថ�ី

New branch or warehouse

Same activities
េខត�/�ក�ងខុស��

Different Province/City
+

�ត�វបងព់ន��៉តង់
 pay patent tax

0.00



ហត�េល�នង��ិ

�លបរេច�ទិ

Signature and stamp

Date

ស��ប់ម�ន�ីពន��រ TAX OFFICIAL USE ONLY

�នពនត� េផ��ង�� តឯ់ក�រ�� ប�់តម�ត�វ នង�គបចំ់នួនិ ិ ឹ ិ
Checked and verified all documents attached

1-

��កព់ន��៉តងែ់ដល�ត�វបង់
Patent tax to be paid

៛2-

Bank account number
េលខគណនធ��រ�ត�វបងចូ់លី
Account number

េ�� ះធ��រ
Bank name

ស�� ល់៖ ចំេ�ះសំណំុឯក�រ�� ប�់ងំអស់ែដល�ច�បថ់តចម�ង�ត�វ�ន�រប�� កព់ម�ន�ពន��រ�នសមត�កច� ឬព �កសួង �� បន័ �កព់ន័� ។ី ី ិ ី

Note           All copied documents attached must be certified by tax official in charge or by other ministries/ institutions

បណ័� កម�សទ��ន�់បទ់�ងំ ឬកច�សន�ជួលទ�ងំ�បកប�ជវកម� នងលខត�ប�សពន��តទុ់កេល�រជួលទ�ងំ ីិ ិ ី ិ ី ិ ិ ិ  ី

លខតប�� ក�់របង�់�កព់ន�អចលន�ទព� ឬពត័�៌នអចលន�ទព� (�បសនេប�ន)ិ ិ ិ 

លខតប�� ក�់រចុះប�� ែដលេចញេ�យ�កសួង�ណជ�កម� ឬ�កសួង �� បន័�កព់ន័� (ចំេ�ះ��សហ��ស)ិ ិ ី ិ

អត�ស�� ណបណ័� ស�� តែខ�រ ឬលខតឆ�ងែដនអ�ក�គប�់គង��ឬ�� ងំិ ិ ិ

របូថតបច�ប�ន�ែដល�នទំហំ ៣៥ X៤៥ មលែម�៉ត ចំនួន ០១សន�ក របស់អ�ក�គប�់គង��ឬ�� ងំី ី ឹុ

ែដល�ន�រប�� កេ់�� ះ�� ស់របូថត នងចុះហត�េល�ទទួលខុស�ត�វេ�យ�ប�ន�ក�ម�បក�ភ�ល ិ ឹ ិ

Documents issued by ministry of commerce or other ministries/ institutions

Cambodian identification card  or passport

A current photo with size 35 x 45 mm  of board of directors, shareholders or representatives certified by chairperson board of directors 

Certificate of title or location rental contract and receipt of the withholding tax payment

Property tax receipt ( If any)

ច�បេ់ដម

ច�បថ់តចម�ង

ច�បថ់តចម�ង

ច�បេ់ដម

Original 

Certified copy

Certified copy

Original

ច�បថ់តចម�ង
Certified copy

1-

2-

3-

4-

5-

េ�� ះ
Name

តួ�ទី
Position

េលខទូរស័ព�
Telephone Nº

សណំុំឯក�រ�� ប់ ATTACHMENT CHECK-LIST

ហត�េល� 

េ�� ះម�ន�ទទួលបន�កី ុ

�លបរេច�ទិ

Signature 

Date

េលខស�� ល់ម�ន�ី

េ�បល់េផ�ងៗ
Comments

Tax official in charge

ID number

ហត�េល� 

េ�� ះម�ន�េផ��ង�� ត់ី

�លបរេច�ទិ

Signature 

Date

េលខស�� ល់ម�ន�ី

េ�បល់េផ�ងៗ
Comments

Verifying tax official 

ID number

ទំពរ័ទី
Page 2



ទ�មង់ ១០១-C / FORM 101-C ព័ត៌�នបែន�មរបស់

��សហ��ស ឬ�� ងំសក� ទំនិញុ
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

FOR COMPANY BRANCH OR WAREHOUSE

េលខអត�ស�� ណកម��រេពពន�

ស��ប់ម�ន�ីពន��រ / Tax official use only

Tax Identification Number (TIN)

េ�� ះសហ��សName of Enterprise

2. �� / BRANCH �� ងំ / WAREHOUSE

3. �� / BRANCHES �� ងំ / WAREHOUSES

េ�� ះ
Name

េ�� ះ�អក�រ��ងំ
Name in Latin

សកម��ព�ជវកម�ី
Business activities

េ�� ះអ�ក�គប�់គង���អក�រ��ងំ
Name of branch manager in Latin

េ�� ះអ�ក�គប�់គង��
Name of branch manager

ផ�ះេលខ/អ�រ
House Nº/Building 

ផ�វូ
Street

ភូមិ
Village 

ឃុំ/ស�� ត់
Commune 

�ក�ង/�ស�ក/ខណ�
District 

េខត�/�ជ�នី
Province/City

�រេអឡក�ត�នកិ ិ
Email

�បអបសំ់បុ�ត/�បអបសំ់បុ�តេអឡក�ត�នកិ ិ
 P.O. Box / Electronic mail box

ទូរស័ព�ចល័ត
Mobile phone

ទូរស័ព�េលតុ
Office telephone

ទូរ�រ
Fax

៛

េត�សយ�� ន�ងេលេនះ�នេលខអត�ស�� ណកម�អចលន�ទព�ែដរឬេទ? 
Does this above address have property identification number (PIN) ?

កម�សទ�ិ ិ
Owned

 េប�ន សូមបំេពញេលខអត�ស�� ណកម�អចលន�ទព�
  If Yes, please fill property identification number (PIN)

ជួល
Rent

សូមប�� កៃ់ថ�ឈល� /១ែខួ
please state rental fee/month

េត�សយ�� នែដលជួលេនះ�នេលខអត�ស�� ណកម�អចលន�ទព�ែដរឬេទ?
Does this rental address have property identification number (PIN) ?

េតអចលន�ទព�ែដល�ន�សយ�� ន�ងេល�កម�សទ�របស់��សហ��ស  ឬជួល? / Is the property of this above address owned by company branches or rented?  ិ ិ

�� ន
No

�� ន
No

�ន
Yes

�ន េប�ន សូមបំេពញ េលខអត�ស�� ណកម�អចលន�ទព�
Yes     If Yes, please fill property identification number (PIN)

េ�� ះ
Name

េ�� ះ�អក�រ��ងំ
Name in Latin

សកម��ព�ជវកម�ី
Business activities

េ�� ះអ�ក�គប�់គង���អក�រ��ងំ
Name of branch manager in Latin

េ�� ះអ�ក�គប�់គង��
Name of branch manager

ផ�ះេលខ/អ�រ
House Nº/Building 

ផ�វូ
Street

ភូមិ
Village 

ឃុំ/ស�� ត់
Commune 

�ក�ង/�ស�ក/ខណ�
District 

េខត�/�ជ�នី
Province/City

�រេអឡក�ត�នកិ ិ
Email

�បអបសំ់បុ�ត/�បអបសំ់បុ�តេអឡក�ត�នកិ ិ
 P.O. Box / Electronic mail box

ទូរស័ព�ចល័ត
Mobile phone

ទូរស័ព�េលតុ
Office telephone

ទូរ�រ
Fax

៛

េត�សយ�� ន�ងេលេនះ�នេលខអត�ស�� ណកម�អចលន�ទព�ែដរឬេទ? 
Does this above address have property identification number (PIN) ?

កម�សទ�ិ ិ
Owned

 េប�ន សូមបំេពញេលខអត�ស�� ណកម�អចលន�ទព�
  If Yes, please fill property identification number (PIN)

ជួល
Rent

សូមប�� កៃ់ថ�ឈល� /១ែខួ
please state rental fee/month

េត�សយ�� នែដលជួលេនះ�នេលខអត�ស�� ណកម�អចលន�ទព�ែដរឬេទ?
Does this rental address have property identification number (PIN) ?

េតអចលន�ទព�ែដល�ន�សយ�� ន�ងេល�កម�សទ�របស់��សហ��ស  ឬជួល? / Is the property of this above address owned by company branches or rented?  ិ ិ

�� ន
No

�� ន
No

�ន
Yes

�ន េប�ន សូមបំេពញ េលខអត�ស�� ណកម�អចលន�ទព�
Yes     If Yes, please fill property identification number (PIN)
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